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C++ COMPILE-TIME REFLECTION AND MOCK OBJECTS
GÁBOR MÁRTON AND ZOLTÁN PORKOLÁB
Abstract. Reflection is an important tool for serializing objects, creating
mock objects for testing, creating object relational mappings and many
other cases. Without standardized C++ compile-time reflection these
tasks are repetitive and error-prone. Therefore the ISO C++ started a
study group (SG7) to examine the possibilities of compile-time reflection
in C++. With compile-time reflection it would be possible to have a
generic library for serialization or for object relational mappings.
There are several potential notions about how to approach this kind of
reflection, like introducing high-level new language elements like static for,
or creating library interfaces which are hiding compiler intrinsics for each
specific reflection subtask.
In this paper an alternative C++ compile-time reflection approach is
discussed in favor of finding a generic solution for this task. The approach
is based on introducing new library elements. Under the hood these library
element implementations have to be compiler specific intrinsics (compiler
specific expressions). With these expressions, variables and functions could
be declared and defined from results of reflection queries.

1. Introduction
Reflection is the ability of a program to inspect or modify its own structure.
In other words, reflection is referred as the meta information associated with
programming structures like types and functions. For example, in case of a
class type this meta information can provide the names and types of the class’
fields. It is said that a code is doing introspection, if it is observing its own
state and structure. Also, when a code is capable of modifying its structure
or state it is called intercession.
There are several uses of reflection. For instance it is used for serializing
objects, implementing language bindings, creating object relational mappings
(ORM) and implementing unit test frameworks with mock objects.
Received by the editors: August 24, 2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68N15.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Languages
Constructs and Features – Classes and objects.
Key words and phrases. C++, Reflection, Unit test.
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Compared to other mainstream programming languages, C++ is lagging
behind in reflection. In this paper we analyze and summarize current C++
reflection capabilities and researches about compile-time reflection. Based on
our analysis we introduce a new approach of compile-time reflection. This
approach could be used to implement generic proxy objects and mock objects
for unit test frameworks.
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe reflection fundamentals, summarize other languages reflection capabilities, display current
C++ capabilities and describe how generic problems like serialization is solved
without a mature and native C++ reflection. Later in Section 3 we display the
current researches of C++ compile-time reflection, where the important proposals are summarized. We present and analyze our new reflection approach
for proxy and mock objects in Section 4. Future work is discussed in Section
5. Then our paper concludes in Section 6.
2. Reflection Fundamentals
2.1. Compile-time and Runtime Reflection. Compile-time reflection is
about getting information which is internal to the compiler during the compilation process. Based on this information, the compiler’s internal abstract
syntax tree (AST) can be modified. Usually this modification is not more than
adding new nodes to the AST. This can be done either by normal language
elements (i.e. by adding a new function) or by using some compiler intrinsics.
Runtime reflection is happening during the program’s execution time. Usually runtime reflection is implemented with the use of runtime meta objects.
This means, there is a meta object associated to each real object. During
runtime these metaobjects provide all the information and methods which are
needed to achieve the reflection. These metaobjects are always part of the final executable, therefore making its size bigger. Runtime reflection works also
with objects whose exact type is not known during compile time (i.e. dynamic
polymorphic types).
Runtime reflection has a few drawbacks compared to the compile-time
reflection: the executable’s size will be bigger even if not all runtime objects
are reflected, and our program will perform slower in runtime. There are
languages where this is affordable, but in C++ the performance is a critical
viewpoint, therefore runtime reflection is not a real option for C++. On the
other hand, compile-time reflection is not working with objects of dynamic
polymorphic types.
2.2. Reflection in Other Languages. Managed languages like Java and
C# have a very strong and well developed runtime reflection system.
In Java it is possible to query a class’ name, package info, superclass, implemented interfaces, methods, fields and annotations through the Class object.
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It is even achievable to get information about private members. Regarding
to methods, one can get all the parameters’ type and the return type. It is
also feasible to call one reflected member function (without knowing the exact
name of it). Java reflection can be used to list an enum class’ enumeration
values as well. C# has similar reflection capabilities to Java [6, 7].
Scala provides both runtime and compile-time reflection. The compiletime reflection is realized in the form of macros, which provide the ability to
execute methods that manipulate abstract syntax trees at compile time. Scala
uses the so-called Universe to set up runtime or compile-time reflection. It is
accomplish-able to control the set of entities that we have reflective access to,
by the so-called mirror [8].
The D programming language provides compile-time reflection through
the Traits extension. It has very similar properties to the C++ type traits
library, but a little bit more can be achieved with it [9].
2.3. Standardized Reflection in C++ at 2014.
2.3.1. RTTI. Run-Time Type Information and dynamic_cast expressions can
be used together to determine the dynamic type of an object of a polymorphic
class. Under the hood dynamic_cast might use similar or common implementation details to the typeid operator which results a type_info object. Objects of class type_info can be compared, so the same polymorphic types will
have the same objects. Since C++11, hash_code can be used which returns
a value which is identical for the same types. Also since C++11 type_index
is existing, which is a wrapper around a type_info object, that can be used
as an index in associative and unordered associative containers. RTTI can be
considered as a runtime reflection in C++, however the reflected meta data is
simply not enough to execute higher level reflection tasks [1, 10].
2.3.2. Type Traits. Type traits are type related queries and type modifications, which can be executed during compile-time. Most of the queries are
returning with a boolean value or with a simple integral value. Examples:
•
•
•
•

is_integral checks if a type is integral type
is_same checks if two types are the same
rank obtains the number of dimensions of an array type
remove_reference removes reference from the given type

Type traits are reflecting meta data of types, but with the help of them it can
only be decided whether a type has a specific property or not. Higher level
reflection tasks, like querying names of all the fields of a class are impossible
with them [1, 10].
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2.4. C++ Without Standardized Compile Time Reflection. In this
subsection we discuss current C++ techniques which are widely used in industrial environments. We demonstrate through examples, why the life of a
C++ programmer is harder without built-in compiler support for static reflection.
2.4.1. Serialization. There is a boost serialization library which can be used
both intrusively and non-intrusively [11]. The following example demonstrates
the non-intrusive method (the original class is not modified.)
struct gps_position
{
int degrees; int minutes; float seconds;
};
namespace boost { namespace serialization {
template<class Arch>
void serialize(Arch& ar,gps_position& g,const unsigned int ver) {
ar & g.degrees;
ar & g.minutes;
ar & g.seconds;
} }} // namespace boost::serialization
We can see that for each and every new class a new template specialization
is needed to be written. If there had been static reflection, then serialization
could be solved in a generic way.
2.4.2. Unit Test Mock Frameworks. The following code snipet demonstrates
an abstract class (Turtle) and its mock class. The mock can be used everywhere, where the original type appears as an interface. The mock class is
created by Google’s mocking framework, gmock [12].
class Turtle {
virtual ~Turtle() {}
virtual void PenUp() = 0;
virtual void PenDown() = 0;
virtual void Forward(int distance) = 0;
virtual void Turn(int degrees) = 0;
virtual void GoTo(int x, int y) = 0;
virtual int GetX() const = 0;
virtual int GetY() const = 0;
};
class MockTurtle : public Turtle {
public:
MOCK_METHOD0(PenUp, void());
MOCK_METHOD0(PenDown, void());
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MOCK_METHOD1(Forward, void(int distance));
MOCK_METHOD1(Turn, void(int degrees));
MOCK_METHOD2(GoTo, void(int x, int y));
MOCK_CONST_METHOD0(GetX, int());
MOCK_CONST_METHOD0(GetY, int());
};
It is an obvious drawback, that each and every function is needed to be defined
by a macro. If the interface (the abstract class in this case) is a subject of
change, then the mock class needs to be updated with the same change frequency. If there was static reflection, then mock classes could be programmed
in a generic way, and they could be created by the compiler.
2.4.3. Static Reflection. There are workarounds for the missing static reflection though. The below example demonstrates how to add meta data manually, without the compiler’s help.
// Your existing struct
struct Foo { int i; bool j; /* ... */ };
// "Foo" as a Boost.Fusion sequence
BOOST_FUSION_ADAPT_STRUCT(Foo, (int, i) (bool, j))
struct Action {
template<typename T>
void operator()(T& t) const {
// do whatever you need, e.g. serialize
}
};
void usage() {
Foo foo;
boost::fusion::for_each(foo, Action{});
}
Here, the Boost.Fusion library is used [13], but there are several other similar
libraries for this purpose. Someone, who is building a generic object relational mapping library, might end up using something similar to this. Note
that, when Foo is changing, the manually provided meta data is needed to be
changed, so again one conceptual change requires at least two change in the
editor.
3. Related Work
The ISO C++ Committee (WG21) is organized into several subgroups.
The Reflection Study Group (SG7) started its work at the fall of 2013 with
the paper N3814 – Call for Compile-Time Reflection Proposals [14]. In this
paper the most important compile-time reflection use cases are enumerated
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and the C++ community is asked to provide proposals to introduce compiletime reflection into the language. The use cases are:
(1) Generation of common functions like equality operators, serialization
functions. (Note that this implies the enumeration of class members.)
(2) Type transformations like Struct-of-Arrays.
(3) Compile-time context information (replacing assert).
(4) Enumeration of other entities (namespaces, enums, etc).
3.1. Low level intrinsics - N3815. In response to N3814, N3815 had been
written to give a proposal about compile-time reflection of enumeration lists.
N3815 proposes to add three Property Queries to the Metaprogramming and
Type Traits Standard Library that provide compile-time access to the enumerator-list of an enumeration type [15]. Specifically:
• std::enumerator_list_size<E>: the number of enumerator-definitions in the enumerator-list of E.
• std::enumerator_identifier<E,I>: the identifier from the I’th
enumerator-definition.
• std::enumerator_value<E,I>: the value from the I’th enumeratordefinition.
There is a reference implementation for N3815 in clang, done by Christian
Kaeser [22]. This contains clang specific compiler intrinsics with which the
above mentioned Property Queries can be served.
In this reference implementation amongst the enumerator related intrinsics
there are other intrinsics implemented for querying member fields of a class:
• record_member_field_count<A>: the number of fields in A.
• record_member_field_identifier<A, I>: the identifier from the I’th
field of A.
• object_member_field_ref<A, a, I>: the reference of the I’th field
in object a, where a is an instance of A.
Note: the implementation uses prefixes for each intrinsics. With the above
three intrinsics, the Generation of common functions problem can be solved
either with recursive templates or with variadic templates [16]. This implementation can be easily extended for example to query the number of methods
[23].
Until the time of writing this paper there was no such proposal for querying
meta data of classes with a ”size + index” interface. On the other hand it is
highly expectable, that in june 2014 in Rapperswil Andrew Tomazos will give
such a proposal [17].
3.2. All In One - typename<>(N3951). N3951 proposes to gather the
meta data at once, without a ”size + index” interface [18]. From a type T,
obtain static typed reflection adding 2 language constructs:
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(1) An instruction typename<T>... that expands members identifiers of type
T into a variadic template. Each type of n-th element of typename<T>... is a
const char* and each n-th value is the identifier of n-th member of T, expressed
in UTF-8 encoded;
(2) An instruction typedef<T>... that expands members of type T into a
variadic template (in the same order of typename<T>...). Each n-th type of
typedef<T>... is the type of the n-th member of T and each n-th value is a
pointer to n-th member of T, or a value if member is a constexpr member
or enum item; typename<T>... and typedef<T>... could be implemented
in terms of the N3815 related lower level ”size + index” reflection traits as a
library. Therefore it is likely that the ”size + index” related proposals will be
accepted finally.
3.3. Exposing the AST - N3883. There is a proposal which aims to solve
reflection related tasks with a completely different aspect. N3883 [19] tries to
answer this question: How to solve enumeration of members without template
recursion? It introduces ”static if” and ”static for” like language constructs.
Therefore template metaprogramming could be avoided in case of reflection
tasks. Also the goal of this proposal is to expose an AST like interface into the
language with which all the meta data can be queried. Though this proposal
has trivial advantages, it is not well elaborated and there are lot of opened
questions. In the far future similar solutions might appear in the language,
but currently it looks like there is a consensus in SG7 to strive for a lower level
and simpler compile-time reflection first.
3.4. Compile-time Strings. Compile-time strings are playing an important
role as being the carrier of a reflected identifier’s name. N3815 and N3951
proposes to use char arrays as a carrier for names, this is because currently
there is no better alternative in C++. However it might be possible that in the
future a basic_string_literal will be introduced as it is stated in D3933
[20]. When that happens, reflection related proposals might be discussed again
to reflect the names into basic_string_literals.
3.5. Code Generators. For the sake of completeness, code generators like
Qt’s Meta Object Compiler (MOC) and OpenC++ Meta Object Protocol
(MOP) must be referenced [4, 5]. The idea behind these approaches is to
extend the base C++ language with some reflection and meta object creation
capabilities. In both cases a pre-compile phase needs to be added to the
compilation process. Before the C++ compiler is called, the meta compiler
must be invoked to translate the extended C++ into standardized C++. We
can see the obvious disadvantages:
(1) One additional compilation step is needed along with a new parsing
and semantic analysis.
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(2) Lack of standardization.
The goal of SG7 is to provide a powerful native reflection, with which such
precompilation is not needed. According to Olivier Goffart, Qt’s MOC might
be replaced with an extended version of N3951 [28].
4. Static Reflection for Proxy and Mock Objects
In the following we describe our reflection approach which could help to
create a generic proxy or mock object. First we describe proxy and mock
objects, then we display the new expressions.
4.1. Mock and Proxy Objects (and Classes). Mock objects are used in
unit tests to substitute real dependencies of a unit. (A unit is typically a
class (struct) or a free function.) The programmer can formulate expectations
towards a mock object, e.g. how many times a member function is called
with a certain value? Proxy objects are those objects which are having the
exact same interface as the original object, but the implementation of each
member function could be different. Therefore mock objects are special kind
of proxy objects. Proxy objects seemed to be so useful that Java introduced
the Dynamic Proxy concept to ease the creation of proxies [21]. Mock objects
are instances of mock classes, proxy objects are instances of proxy classes.
A simple aggregate class is a C++ struct with publicly available fields
and without methods. The definition of a simple aggregate proxy class is a
recursive definition: A simple aggregate class is a proxy class, if all of its
field have a proxy class type. The built in types like int, double, float are
considered as proxy types.
4.2. Proposed Approach - Defining New Expressions. To successfully
solve the problem of creating proxy and mock classes we need to have two new
expressions.
(1) variable_decl for declaring and defining variables based on reflected
types and names.
(2) function_decl for declaring and defining functions based on reflected
types and names.
These expressions ideally would be mapped under std::reflect namespace. This
mapping is needed in order to hide the compiler specific implementation details. This is the exact case with some already existent type traits as well, e.g.
std::is pod.
4.3. Declare a New Variable. Let’s assume we have the following simple
struct:
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struct A {
int m_a;
float m_b;
};
The usage of variable_decl is shown through the below example:
// B has exactly the same field as A.
// Note: Only m_a is replicated.
struct B {
reflect::variable_decl<
reflect::record_member_field_type<A, 0>,
reflect::record_member_field_identifier<A, 0> >;
};
If we had written this, the above code would have been equivalent to
// B has exactly the same field as A
struct B {
int m_a;
};
In this example variable_decl has two subexpressions
(1) A type-specifier, which refers to the newly declared variable’s type.
(2) A compile-time string, which is equal to the name of the newly declared variable.
The type-specifier is an expression whose value is a type, which can be evaluated during the compilation process. For instance this can be a result of
any kind of meta function or can be a result of any kind of reflection expression. Expression variable_decl is not bound to any concrete reflection
query implementation, it just requires the first parameter to be a type. The
compile-time string can be either the C++14’s compile time string which is a
simple char array; or this can be a basic string literal as described in D3933
proposal [20].
Despite of the independence of reflection implementations, here in this paper record_member_field_identifier is used as it is implemented in the
N3815 proposal related implementation [22]. Here we use the expression
record_member_field_type<T,N> which is equal to the type of T’s N-th field
type. Currently such intrinsic is not implemented.
The expression variable_decl shall be handled as a normal variable declaration/definition, therefore if the variable is needed to be initialized, then
the following code should be written:
struct B {
reflect::variable_decl<
reflect::record_member_field_type<A, 0>,
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// initialize
reflect::record_member_field_identifier<A, 0> > = 0;
};
Once variable_decl is implemented then, an aggregate proxy class can
be created recursively for struct A. Note, the start of the recursion is missing,
that will be elaborated later.
template <unsigned int Index> // C has the same field names as A,
struct C : C<Index-1> {
// but all fields are proxied.
reflect::variable_decl<
Proxy<reflect::record_member_field_type<A, Index>>,
reflect::record_member_field_identifier<A, Index> >;
};
template <>
struct C<0> {
reflect::variable_decl<
Proxy<reflect::record_member_field_type<A, 0>>,
reflect::record_member_field_identifier<A, 0> >;
};
Here it is assumed that such a Proxy class is existent, which can do the
proxying for all field types of struct A.
If the proxy task is mocking (being able to create expectations), then it
is assumed that it shall be possible to create a Proxy class for each primary
types (integral type, floating point type, pointer type, etc) and POD types.
Making struct A to be a template parameter we get the generic proxy
aggregate struct:
template <typename A, unsigned int Index>
struct D : D<A, Index-1> {
reflect::variable_decl<
Proxy<reflect::record_member_field_type<A,
reflect::record_member_field_identifier<A,
};
template <typename A>
struct D<A, 0> {
reflect::variable_decl<
Proxy<reflect::record_member_field_type<A,
reflect::record_member_field_identifier<A,
};

Index>>,
Index> >;

0>>,
0> >;

The template recursion must be started with the number of fields in type A.
template <typename A>
struct GenericAggregateProxy :
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D<A, reflect::record_member_field_count<A>> {};
record_member_field_count is implemented in N3815’s reference implementation [22]. Expression variable_decl should be implemented similarly as
type traits expressions. In case of clang this means
• A new expression should be introduced in TokenKinds.def.
• Parsing actions should be created in clang::Parser.
• Semantic analysis should be added to clang::Sema.
• A new AST node should be introduced for variable_decl.
• Template instantiation rules for this AST should be given.[24]
The template instantiation rules should include the template transformation
rules, which finally should result a modified AST for this new expression. After
the instantiation the specific AST node should look like if it had been manually
written. The template transformation rules are delegated back to the original
clang::FieldDecl AST transformations. Similarly, intermediate code generation could be delegated as well. N3815’s reference implementation could be a
good example to follow: there too a new expression – ReflectionTypeTraits
– is introduced in a similar way as it is described above [22].
4.4. Declare a New Method. On the way to provide a generic mock class
the next step is to be able to define functions based on reflected information.
That is the exact purpose of introducing the function_decl expression. The
idea is really similar to the one in case of variable_decl. The following
recursively built struct C will have exactly the same functions declared as
struct A. In this case the start of the recursion will use the number of member
functions in struct A. Note, all member functions in struct A have only one
parameter.
struct A {
int m_func1(int);
float m_func2(float);
};
template <unsigned int Index> // C has the same functions as A
struct C : C<Index-1> {
// but they all have one parameter
reflect::function_decl<
reflect::record_member_function_result_type<A, Index>,
reflect::record_member_function_identifier<A, Index>,
reflect::record_member_function_param<A, Index, 0> >;
};
template <>
struct C<0> {
reflect::function_decl<
reflect::record_member_function_result_type<A, 0>,
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reflect::record_member_function_identifier<A, 0>,
reflect::record_member_function_param<A, 0, 0> >;
};
Here function_decl has three subexpressions:
(1) A type-specifier, which refers to the newly declared function’s return type.
(2) A compile-time string, equal to the name of the newly declared variable.
(3) parameter type of the function. In this case the declared function can
have only one parameter.
reflect::record_member_function_param should be exposed as a type
list in case of functions with more parameters:
// C has exactly the same functions as A
template <unsigned int Index>
struct C : C<Index-1> {
reflect::function_decl<
reflect::record_member_function_result_type<A, Index>,
reflect::record_member_function_identifier<A, Index>,
// list of types !
reflect::record_member_function_params<A, Index> >;
};
template <>
struct C<0> {
reflect::function_decl<
reflect::record_member_function_result_type<A, 0>,
reflect::record_member_function_identifier<A, 0>,
reflect::record_member_function_params<A, 0> >;
};
Defining functions based on reflected information is more complex:
template <unsigned int Index>
struct C : C<Index-1> {
reflect::function_decl<
reflect::record_member_function_result_type<A, Index>,
reflect::record_member_function_identifier<A, Index>,
reflect::record_member_function_params<A, Index> >
{
struct Handler {
template <typename... Ts>
auto operator()(std::tuple<Ts...>& args)
{
// ...
}
};
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Handler{}(reflect::function_decl_params);
}
};
template <>
struct C<0> { /* ... similar as before */ };
Here reflect::function_decl_params is again a necessary new expression,
which would be exposed as an std::tuple object. Each n-th type of the tuple
should be the type of the n-th function parameter, and each n-th value shall
be a reference to the n-th function parameter. Note that, it might be more
feasible to use a function parameter pack instead of std::tuple, but for the
ease of explanation, tuple had been used.
When the C++ compiler reaches the parsing of the function’s body, at
that point the function parameters are already parsed and the corresponding
semantic actions had been taken. Therefore it is assumed when the compiler
parses reflect::function_decl_params the parameters can be gathered and
tied into a tuple object.
For instance, the clang compiler provides the getParamDecl() function in
the AST class FunctionDecl, with which the parameters can be queried. As
the following back trace extraction illustrates, in case of the clang compiler
version 3.4 the ActOnStartOfFunctionDef semantic action is executed, during
the parsing of a function declaration:
#6 0x... in clang::Sema::ActOnStartOfFunctionDef (...)
#7 0x... in clang::Parser::ParseFunctionDefinition (...)
#8 0x... in clang::Parser::ParseDeclGroup (...)
#9 0x... in clang::Parser::ParseDeclOrFunctionDefInternal (...)
#10 0x... in clang::Parser::ParseDeclarationOrFunctionDefinition
#11 0x... in clang::Parser::ParseExternalDeclaration (...)
#12 0x... in clang::Parser::ParseTopLevelDecl (...)
If we take a look into this function, it can be seen that the function parameters
are indeed used for registering them into the function’s body scope [25].
Decl *Sema::ActOnStartOfFunctionDef(Scope *FnBodyScope, Decl *D)
{
...
FunctionDecl *FD = 0;
if (FunctionTemplateDecl *FunTmpl =
dyn_cast<FunctionTemplateDecl>(D))
FD = FunTmpl->getTemplatedDecl();
else
FD = cast<FunctionDecl>(D);
...
// Introduce our parameters into the function scope
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for (unsigned p = 0, NumParams = FD->getNumParams();
p < NumParams; ++p) {
ParmVarDecl *Param = FD->getParamDecl(p);
Param->setOwningFunction(FD);
// If this has an identifier, add it to the scope stack.
if (Param->getIdentifier() && FnBodyScope) {
CheckShadow(FnBodyScope, Param);
PushOnScopeChains(Param, FnBodyScope);
}
}
...
}
This means our assumption about the parsed function parameters is correct, at least in case of this specific clang compiler version. The assumption
could be proved similarly for other vendor’s compilers as well.
4.5. Overloading the Dot Operator. By overloading the member access
operator, the simplest proxy cases could be solved. However more complex
cases cannot be implemented with it. For instance if we want to have a class
B with the exact same fields as class A, but fields whose name is starting with
a specific prefix are not needed.
Overloading the dot operator similarly as it is done with the -> operator,
had been proposed by Jim Adcock in 1990 [26], but was rejected for various
reasons [27, 2]. In 2013 Sebastian Redl had a presentation about overloadable
template operator dot, with a compile-time string template parameter [3].
This approach looks promising, but it has its own difficulties and drawbacks.
5. Open Questions and Further Researches
So far, a new approach had been introduced and the basic idea had been
illustrated, but only the simplest cases had been covered. These simple cases
are based on the current reflection proposals, which are providing a quite clear
reflection interface for the most primitive cases, But we have to notice, there
are lots of open questions about this approach. Regarding the variables:
(1) How to declare static variables?
(2) How to handle C++14’s templated variables?
In respect of the functions:
(1) How to handle template functions?
(2) How to handle constructors?
(3) How to handle ellipsis function parameters?
(4) How to handle exception specifications?
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These questions cannot be answered at the time of writing this document.
This is because first it must be decided how to reflect ellipsis, template functions, exception specifications, etc. Also a proof-of-concept implementation
for the simple cases would be needed to demonstrate that the approach is
viable.
6. Conclusion
Reflection in C++ is a hot research area and it is a subject of frequent
changes. Many application areas require it, but the approaches to define a firm
interface are different. Lot of people want it, but the approaches are different.
Reflection itself is a large topic, it is not even clear what meta information
could be queried in future C++. For example there is a debate whether
the contents of a namespace should be query able or not. Despite of these
uncertainties it is sure that the most general reflection queries like getting
the fields of a class will be part of some future C++ standard. Generally
speaking, querying meta information is one layer of reflection, though there is
higher layer when this meta data is used to create new program elements like
types, variables, etc. Sometimes it is called intercession.
In this article an approach has been presented, with which declaring or
defining new variables and functions based on reflected meta information is
possible. The main advantage of this approach is that the existing C++
metaprogramming practices can be reused. It is possible to create generic
classes which could behave as generic proxy, mock or serialization classes. The
disadvantages are that new expressions will be introduced, but generally with
introducing reflection this cannot be avoided. The basic idea has been shown
here, but there are lots of opened questions, therefore additional researches
and reference implementations need to be done.
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AUGMENTED REALITY WITH INTERACTIVE
INTERFACES
MARTIN VARGA, BRANISLAV SOBOTA, FRANTIŠEK HROZEK,
AND ŠTEFAN KOREČKO
Abstract. The Augmented Reality (AR) merges a real world and a virtual environment. A virtual object is added into a real world in order
to improve or to add more information for an observer. AR is computergenerated data integration with the real world, which among others can be
done with computer graphics rendering on a real-time footage. The paper
presents a concept for design of augmented reality system, which uses two
head-mounted displays (HMD). Two users can see the same virtual scene
in own real environment via HMD. Proposed system also allows users to
change 3D objects in AR scene directly using data gloves. We develop this
interactive AR system in our virtual-reality laboratory (Laboratory of Intelligent Interfaces of Communication and Information Systems - LIRKIS).

1. Introduction
The Augmented Reality (AR) merges a real world and a virtual environment. A virtual object is added into a real world in order to improve or to add
more information for an observer. AR can be used for many things, such as
displaying a mobile directions to head-up display, in the medical field, the AR
may help doctors to insert information on a patient’s medical record (such as
x-ray result from the patients), or to reconstruct the old buildings and historic
as reality which can be seen at present time [4], [11] , [12]. AR in the architecture merges virtual designs with real construction sites, and enables new types
of interactions that enhance the design process [1]. Behzadan et al. developed
a hardware and software framework for visualization of construction processes
(e.g., machinery placement) for construction sites [2].
Received by the editors: August 15, 2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68U05, 97R60.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism – Virtual reality; I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Scene Analysis – Tracking.
Key words and phrases. Augmented reality, data gloves, head-mounted display(HMD),
interactive interfaces.
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Figure 1. Milgram’s definition of real to virtual world transition (reality-virtually continuum)
The article[13] discusses about the combination of networked video and
augmented reality visualization. Visualization can give remote users a good
working level of tele-presence with both the visualization and the remote room,
and adequate sense of social presence though the visualization of the facial
expressions of the remote users. The paper [10] discusses about the use of
a wearable device for visualization and control Drone through head positions
and gestures performed by the operator wearing a Google Glass.
Our proposed system can assist with interior designing or train new employees in the manufacturing process.
Augmented reality and augmented virtuality systems are quite similar and
they belong under mixed reality definition. A goal of mixed reality system is to
merge real world with virtual one into a new environment where real and virtual (synthetic) objects exist together and interact in real time. Relationship
between mixed reality, augmented reality and augmented virtuality is defined
by Fig.1 [3], [5].
According to the method how virtual objects are aligned with real scene
image there are two systems use:
• Marker systems special markers are used in a real scene. The
markers are then recognized during runtime and replaced with virtual
objects.
• Markerless systems processing and inserting of virtual objects is
without special markers. Additional information is needed, for example image (e.g. photo (semi-markerless system (articles [8] [9]))), face
recognition, GPS data, inertial and electromagnetic tracking devices
(articles [4], [6], [7]), etc [4].
2. Visualization Engines
In general, the purpose of graphics, or visualisation, middleware is to support loading and displaying of scenes to be visualised. It also defines data
format for the scenes and provides processing of user input. It can also have
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additional functionality such as support of special effects and physics and come
with integrated environments for scene development and scripting. Nowadays
there are several open source solutions for VR and AR systems (e.g. OpenSceneGraph, OGRE or Irrlicht).
2.1. OpenSceneGraph (OSG). - Scenes are represented by a data structure
called scene graph that arranges the logical and often also spatial representation of the scene. It uses OpenGL for rendering. OSG directly supports
parallel computation thanks to the fact that the scene graph supports multiple graphics contexts and the cull and draw traversals have been designed
to cache rendering data locally and use the scene graph almost entirely as a
read-only operation [16].
2.2. Irrlicht. - Irrlicht [17] is a fairly lightweight 3D engine. For 3D rendering
Irrlicht uses both mainstream application program interfaces Direct X and
OpenGL as well as its own software renderers. One of the advantages of the
engine is that it doesnt require any 3rd party libraries to be installed and
configured separately, so it is quite easy to install and execute.
2.3. OGRE. - As in the case of Irrlicht, OGRE [18], [19] is only a rendering
engine, so support for audio, physics and other features have to be added
in the form of 3rd party libraries. It supports Direct X and OpenGL. This
extendibility is supported by its highly modular plug-in architecture. ORGE
supports only its own .mesh format. Fortunately, export to it is available in
3D editors (i.e. in Blender). To support input VR devices the Virtual Reality
Peripheral Network (VRPN [20]) can be used.
3. Input and Output interfaces
3.1. Head-mounted display. A head-mounted display (HMD) is display
device, worn on the head or as part of a helmet that has a small display optic
in front of one (monocular HMD) or each eye (binocular HMD). Based on how
a user sees mixed reality there can be two types of systems:
• Optical see-through systems where the user sees real world directly
and computer generated objects are added to this view. This category
of systems usually works with semi-transparent displays (see Fig.2).
• Video see-through where captured real world image with added virtual objects is displayed to the user. This is usually realized via camera
display system [4].
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Figure 2. The user with HMD display (nVisor ST 60)
3.2. Electromagnetic tracking device. Electromagnetic spatial measurement systems (see Fig.3) determine the location of objects that are embedded
with sensor coils. When the object is placed inside magnetic field, voltages
are induced in the sensor coils. These induced voltages are used by the measurement system to calculate the position and orientation of the object. Electromagnetic device usually composed of two parts (Magnetic field source and
sensor) [4].
Magnetic field source -The Source is the device which produces the
electro-magnetic field and is normally the reference for the position and orientation measurements of the sensors. It is usually mounted in a fixed position
to a non-metallic surface or stand, which is located in close proximity to the
sensors [4].
Sensor(s) - The sensor is the smaller device whose position and orientation is measured relative to the Source. The azimuth, elevation, and roll
angles that define the current orientation of the sensor coordinate frame with
respect to the designated reference frame [4].
3.3. Data glove. Data glove is device, which serves for capturing mechanical and gestural information from a hand. Various technologies are used
for capturing this information. These technologies can be divided into two
categories: technologies that determine the shape of the hand and position
tracking technologies. Various types of bending sensors are used for shape
determination (both hand and fingers). The three most common types of
bending sensors are conductive ink-based, fiber-optic based and conductive
fabric/thread/polymer-based [14]. Position tracking devices are used for sensing hand positon and rotation in 3D space [15].
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Figure 3. Reference frame of system Polhemus Patriot.
Legend: X,Y,Z - alignment (reference) frame, x,y,z - rotated
sensor coordinate frame, φ - Azimuth, θ - Elevation, ψ - Roll

Figure 4. Data glove
Data glove (see Fig.4) which will be used in proposed AR system has five
embedded bend sensors which allow accurate measurement of finger movements. Resolution of the finger sensors is 10 bits and sample rate is 25 Hz.
For sensing both hand movements and orientation (roll and pitch) is used embedded 3 axes accelerometer. Measured hand acceleration is from -2g to 2g
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Figure 5. The architecture of the AR system with two HMDs
using electromagnetic tracking system and data gloves.
and hand orientation resolution is 0.5. DG5 VHand 2.0 can be connected to
PC by USB or Bluetooth [15].
4. System with two HMDs
Design of proposed AR system with two HMDs using magnetic tracking
is shown in Fig.5. This system uses three computers. The first computer is
intended for data collection from head trackers and data gloves. Data from
data glove is used for gesture recognition. Gestures are used for interaction
between a user and AR system ( e.g. to change position of a 3D object
in the virtual scene). The first computer (PC1) sends data (positions and
orientations from head tracker 1 and 2 and actual position of 3D object in the
virtual scene) to PC 2 and 3 via network. AR applications for AR visualization
of 3D object (Fig.8) are running on the computer 2 and 3. Head-mounted
displays are connected to PC 2 and 3 separate.
4.1. Head tracking. Polhemus PATRIOT (Fig. 6) is used for head tracking
in our solution. PATRIOT provides dynamic, real-time measurements of head
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Figure 6. Polhemus PATRIOT consists of three main parts
(System electronics unit, magnetic field source and sensors).
position (X, Y and Z Cartesian coordinates) and orientation (azimuth, elevation and roll). PATRIOT can update data continuously, discretely (point
by point), or incrementally. Sensor is located on the top of head-mounted
display and it measures correct position and orientation of user’s head. The
origin of the virtual scene coordinate system is identical with the origin of
the magnetic tracking system (magnetic field source). Polhemus collects data
from both users (their position and orientation in 3D space). This device is
connected to computer PC1.
4.2. Gesture recognition. If the user makes a gesture, software will evaluate
this gesture and set a new position to a 3D object. PC1 sends this new position
of the 3D object to PC2 and PC3, where the 3D object with new position is
displayed into views of users. System recognizes two basic gestures (Fig.7):
• fist gesture - user grasps a virtual object and sets a new position
• open palm gesture - user releases the virtual object.
Only one user can manipulate with a virtual object. So, if one user takes
the virtual object (fist gesture) the second user will not be able to manipulate
with this object. The first user is owner of this virtual object in this moment.
After the user releases the virtual object (open palm gesture), it becomes
available to all users.
5. AR application with HMD
System of augmented reality consists of three main components: Initialization, Pose estimation and AR visualization (see Fig.8). The component
Initialization sets virtual 3D scene which was created using 3D models in
OBJ format ( OBJ format is a simple data-format that represents 3D geometry alone namely, the position of each vertex, the UV position of each texture
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Figure 7. Gestures with data glove (left - fist gesture and
right - open palm gesture).
coordinate vertex, vertex normals, and the faces that make each polygon defined as a list of vertices, and texture vertices). This component also sets data
about user’s view and its position in real environment from PC1.The next
component sets transform matrix of view (Pose estimation component) and
the last component (AR visualization) displays the virtual scene in the real
world using head-mounted display.
5.1. Initialization. This virtual scene is composed from 3D objects which
were created in the stand-alone software. The users are able to locate 3D
object in the virtual scene and change position of 3D object using data gloves
(send PC1). Next step is detection of user’s head position for correct aligment
of virtual scene with user’s view.
5.2. Pose estimation. This component is next step after determination of
user’s position in real space with electromagnetic tracking device. Every virtual world has virtual camera which captures virtual scene. In this step the
user’s view must by aligned with virtual camera. That means the transformation matrix (M) of view is set. Determination of matrix parameters is needed
for correct aligment of the virtual scene into the real world. The OpenGL uses
4x4 matrix for transformations.
M = M 1 ∗ M2 ∗ M3
The M1 in formula corresponds with the initial transformation of a scene
(identity), M2 is transformation caused by calibration and M3 is application
of virtual (left or right) camera’s position and orientation.
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Figure 8. The architecture of the AR system using electromagnetic tracking device and the visualization of virtual scene
(using head mounted display).

5.3. AR visualization. The system is implemented on MS Windows platform. AR application uses 3D models in OBJ format and for rendering is used
OpenGl libraries (see Fig.8 section AR visualization). For displaying was used
head mounted-display nVisor ST60 (see Fig.2, Fig.10). This HMD use optical
see-through technology to create illusion of three dimensional objects in the
real world. For displaying is used Liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) technology.
Displaying resolution is 1280x1024. Weight of this HMD is 1300 g. Rendered
image of virtual scene created by application is displayed using HMD. Black
background is not displayed and the user sees real world augmented with virtual scene. To create stereoscopic vision, application renders two images which
are side by side (see Fig. 9). One image is for the left eye and another one for
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Figure 9. Rendering of virtual scene
the right eye. In the Fig.10 are the users with head-mounted displays which
can manipulate with a virtual object using data gloves.
5.4. Summary of proposed system. The system uses a distributed architecture for augmented reality. Applicability of the proposed system:
• shared augmented reality - system allows connectivity to an unlimited
number of users with HMDs
• modern interface for human-computer interaction - controlling the virtual reality using a data glove
• position tracking of users - using electromagnetic tracking system
Extensibility of the proposed system:
• artificial intelligence - each virtual object in the scene can be controlled
by a separate intelligence module (avatar)
• simulation of physical effects - the use of advanced physical cores
6. Conclusion and Future Work
The proposed system for two head-mounted displays, presented in the paper, was constructed at the DCI FEEI TU of Košice (Department of computers
and informatics, Faculty of electrical engineering and informatics, Technical
university of Košice) in the LIRKIS (Laboratory of Intelligent Interfaces of
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Figure 10. The users with head-mounted display can manipulate with a virtual object using data gloves (illustration)

Communication and Information Systems). Advantage of this solution is that
two users can see same virtual scene and they can change position of 3D objects in the virtual scene. Users can interact with the virtual scene using hand
gestures. Currently system recognizes two basic gestures: drag (fist gesture)
and drop (open palm gesture). The interactivity with the data glove is in real
time. Accuracy of gesture recognition will be the next subject of examination.
Application displays virtual objects into users view using HMD. Frame rate
for rendering (low poly virtual objects) is less than 15 fps (computer configuration: Intel Core i5 2.6GHz, 8GB RAM, Nvidia GeForce GTX275). Frame
rate is low because the scene must be rendered in high resolution (2560x1024).
Disadvantage of this system is interference of magnetic tracking with metal
objects and other magnetic fields. Future work will be focused on the localization of user’s head position and orientation with a 3D inertial motion
tracker.
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FINDING, MANAGING AND ENFORCING CFDS AND ARS
VIA A SEMI-AUTOMATIC LEARNING STRATEGY
KATALIN TÜNDE JÁNOSI-RANCZ
Abstract. This paper describes our strategy, which finds Conditional
Functional Dependencies (CFDs) and Association Rules (ARs), and instead of using them to clean dirty data we use them to prevent their appearance in the database. We achieve this by differentiating strict CFDs/ARs
from apparent CFDs/ARs. If we know about a CFD/AR that it will be
valid in the future, we can rely on them by creating constraints which
guarantee that the CFD-rule will not be breached by insertions or modifications. Along with complete management of CFDs/ARs our implemented
application called DependencyManager also uses Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) methods to analyze the strict CFDs/ARs and draw useful conclusions, helping the users of the application to prevent inconsistencies, fix
bugs and optimize their queries and applications by providing a lattice of
CFDs/ARs, using usefulness as the relation.

1. Introduction
It is not enough to store data, as the correctness of stored data is also
very important. Data cleanups are lowering the frequency of inconsistencies
but they are also introducing new inconsistencies, because it’s impossible to
guarantee that these algorithms are choosing the correct pattern from more
patterns. Data quality rules can be defined in the form of FDs, CFDs [6] and
ARs among others.
An FD X → Y asserts that any two tuples that agree on the values of
all the attributes in X must agree on the values of all the attributes in Y.
However, many interesting constraints hold conditionally, that is, on only a
subset of the relation. For example if in a dataset we have customers data
from different countries, than for customers in the UK, Zip code determines
Received by the editors: August 15, 2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68P15.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications – Data mining.
Key words and phrases. Dependency Mining, Conditional Functional Dependency, Formal
Concept Analysis, Association Rules.
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Street, which is not true for other countries. This will be a CFD: [Country =0
U K 0 , ZipCode] → [Street].
A CFD ϕ on R is a pair (R : A → B, Tp ), where (1) A, B are sets of
attributes in Attr(R), (2) A → B is a standard FD, referred to as the FD
embedded in ϕ; and (3) Tp is a tableau with attributes in A and B, referred
to as the pattern tableau of ϕ, where for each X in A ∪ B and each tuple
t ∈ Tp , t[X] is either a constant a in Dom(X), or an unnamed variable “ ”
that draws values from Dom(X). CFDs can be described as sets of ARs,
which are dependencies holding on particular values of attributes.
An AR is a dependency c ⇒ A = a, where A = (A1 , . . . , An ) and a =
(a1 , . . . , an ), knowing that c is a condition, A is a set of columns and a is a
set of constants. In our implementation only those conditions are supported,
which can be represented in the form of C = ct, where C is a column and ct is
a constant. ARs can be defined as special CFDs with an additional property,
namely the determinant column set is empty set.
If a formula for a dependency is almost met, because the number of records
which are inconsistent with the rule is very small comparing to the total number of affected records, then one should not consider it to be a CFD/AR just
yet, because the inconsistence of the rule’s exceptions with the rule might be
caused by incorrect or correct data. This leads to the conclusion that the
correctness of the rule’s exceptions must be checked. If there is at least a correct exception, then the rule is not correct. Otherwise the exceptions should
be cleaned up and the rule is a CFD/AR. As a consequence we believe that
a dependency learner should only consider some rules to be dependencies if
there is no valid exception from the rule. After dependencies were successfully
learned they should be validated. By validating dependencies we can determine whether they are Strict Dependencies (SDs) or Apparent Dependencies
(ADs). ADs are all dependencies which are applicable to the current dataset
but there is no guaranty that after any correct inserts or updates the dependency will be still applicable. Most of the previous works omitted the step
of validation, they considered all CFDs/ARs to be valid, but that is a false
presumption.
Example 1. Let us consider the example of a company where in a given
moment the position determines the salary; all managers have a salary of X,
all technicians have a salary of Y and all cleaners have a salary of Z. If this
is not a company policy, just a coincidence, then the FD is invalid, as there is
no guarantee that the position will determine the salary in the future too. The
functional dependency of work-position determining the salary is an AD.There
is no way to automatically determine the validity of such dependencies, because
programs are not aware of the nature of the entities stored as records and
cannot make logical conclusions. This is the job of human specialists, who
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understand the business logic of the system and the nature of the records stored
in the table.
1.1. Our contributions. As part of our research we have implemented an application called DependencyManager, which learns FDs, CFDs and ARs from
an arbitrary database. We can validate the learned dependencies by accepting
or rejecting them, thus modifying its data from candidate to Strict(SD) or
Apparent Dependencies(AD). We have created support for the simplification
of the validation by using the relation of MU as the most useful candidates
should be taken into account from all the other dependencies, therefore we
drastically reduce the number of dependencies to be taken into account and
we only store the most useful SDs because all the other dependencies are implied by them. The result of our research is a system which is able to prevent
all the possible inconsistencies resulting from inserts or updates which do not
comply to the schema of the accepted SDs using constraints. We use FCA
methods to analyze the strict CFDs/ARs and draw useful conclusions.
Our approach is useful, because: 1. It prevents inconsistencies to appear in
the database. 2. If an error occurs because of mishandling data where a strict
CFD/AR is applicable, then in the error logs the problem can be identified
and potentially bugs can be found and fixed. 3. Knowing that a CFD/AR is
strict, using all the known value sets for determinant columns and dependent
columns we can determine the values of dependent columns using a value
set of determinant columns. This way data-processing and backup-creating
algorithms can be optimized.
2. Related work
CFDs have recently been proposed for pattern-finding purposes; CFDpatterns are frequently used by data-cleaners. In [6, 3, 11, 7], the authors
employed exact and approximate CFDs to characterize the semantics of data,
for example, discovering and verifying the confidence, support, and parsimony
of CFDs on a given relation instance. Recent research on CFDs focused mainly
on implication analysis, consistency and axiomatizability, see [7]. In [5], the
authors studied how to efficiently estimate the confidence of a CFD with a
small number of passes over the input using small space. Fan at al in [9]
developed three algorithms for discovering minimal CFDs and a novel optimization technique via closed-item-set mining. A hierarchy of CFDs, FDs
and ARs has been proposed in [16] with some theoretical results on pattern
tableaux equivalence. Many integrity constraints have been studied for data
cleaning in [4, 17, 2, 13]. Existing data repair techniques do not guarantee to
find correct fixes in data monitoring, because they may deteriorate the data introducing new errors when trying to repair it. [8] proposed editing rules that,
compared to constraints used in data cleaning, are capable to find precise
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fixes by updating input tuples with master data. [17] proposed a framework
called GDR (Guided Data Repair), to handle the problem of data cleaning.
This framework involves the user in controlling the cleaning process side by
side with existing automatic cleaning techniques through an interactive process. In these previous works we have seen algorithms which find the CFDs
and for each CFD, the presence of CFD was periodically checked. Previous
works focused on finding dirty data and cleaning them. We believe it is easier
to prevent the appearance of dirty data instead of cleaning an already dirty
database. So, our algorithm, instead of finding CFDs and applying them for
cleaning data, finds CFDs and if a CFD is validated to be an SD, then constraints are generated to prevent any insertion/modification that results in
breaking the rule.
It is well known that, FDs admit interesting characterizations in terms of
FCA [10, 12]. Different authors in [1, 14] considered that the internal logic
of data can also be displayed, by means of the so-called implications, which
proved to be the proper framework to describe functional dependencies with
FCA tools. In [1], the authors studied the lattice characterization and its
properties for Armstrong and symmetric dependencies. In [15], the authors
present the relation between CFDs and FCA. They showed that the lattice of
CFDs is a synthetic representation of the concept lattice. In contrast to these
works, which focused mainly on application of FCA in mining different types
of dependencies, we analyze the properties of CFDs and ARs discovered with
our application by an implemented FCA. In other words, we exploit FCA here
to derive ontology containing concepts.
3. Learning, Presentation, Validation and Forgetting
In this section we share our strategy, which is based on automatic learning,
semi-automatic validation and automatic forgetting.
3.1. Learning. To gather CFDs in a database, we must iterate all the conditions of all columns of all tables. In our case a condition is of the form of
R.C = ct, where R is a table, C is a column and ct is a constant.
ARs can be found like CFDs; we just have to iterate every condition of
every column of every table. For each condition we must find the ARs.
If A is the set of determinant columns R.A = {R.A1 , . . . , R.Am }; B is the
set of dependent columns R.B = {R.B1 , . . . , R.Bn }; a = {a1 , . . . , am } is an mdimensional constant and the condition can be checked by a Boolean function
c for any record r, then the CFD is valid if and only if it is inconsistent
to insert/update record r1 in such a way that the following criteria holds:
∃ r2 ∈ R such as
((r1 .A1 = r2 .A1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (r1 .Am = r2 .Am )
∧ ((r1 .B1 6= r2 .B1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ (r1 .Bn 6= r2 .Bn ))) ∧ c(r2 ) ∧ c(r1 )
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and the AR is valid if and only if it is inconsistent to insert/update record r1
in such a way that the following criteria holds:
((r1 .A1 6= a1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ (r1 .Am 6= am )) ∧ c(r1 ).
Periodical checking for new ARs and CFDs is essential if one intends to handle
them. Newly found dependencies are stored in the database. As new rules are
discovered and stored, this periodical action is called learning. If a dependency
is already known by the system, then the rule will not be learned again. Essentially all the rows of any table in any given moment can be described as a record
which fulfills a dependency. This would generate many dependencies, slowing
down the learning algorithm and storing a lot of dependencies, while most of
them are ADs. As a consequence, constraints are needed to increase the speed
of the algorithm and store only relevant ARs and CFDs. For now, we have
created two constraints: MinOccurrenceFrequency and MinOccurrenceRate.
With these constraints we can prevent over-learning. DependencyManager allows its users to set the values of these constraints. The first step is to discover
conditions. Condition Occurrence is the number of occurrence of a condition
in a table. Condition Occurrence depends on a Relation, a Column and a
Value and determines the occurrence number of the condition defined by R,
C and V . The formula of R.C = V is considered to be a condition if the
constraints of M inOccurrenceF requency and M inOccurrenceRate are met.
Let us introduce the notations
CO(R, C, V ) = card(r ∈ R : r.C = V )and

c : R × C × V → {0; 1},
c(R, C, V ) = (R.C = V ).
Observe that CO(R, C, V ) ≥ M inOccurrenceF requency,
CO(R, C, V )
≥ M inOccurrenceRate.
card(r ∈ R)

The learner in a cycle iterates through all the columns of all tables and learns
the potential conditions. If the set of columns of R is Cols and c(R, C, V ) is
a condition, where C is a column from Cols, then the possible AR and CFD
scenarios can be described as:
ARScenarios(R, C) =
CF DScenarios(R, C) =

SubCols ⊂ (Cols \ {C}) and SubCols 6= ∅.
Determinant ⊂ (Cols \ {C}) and Dependent ⊂ (Cols \ {C}),

such as Determinant ∩ Dependent = ∅, Determinant 6= ∅, Dependent 6= ∅.
We have defined an algorithm (Algorithm 3.1) which is used by the application to learn new CFDs and ARs. Intuitively speaking the algorithm iterates
all the interesting conditions of all columns of all tables in the database except the system tables. In each step, all the possible AR and CFD scenarios
are generated and if no equivalent is found as a CFD, SD or AD, then the
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Algorithm 3.1 Sd-candidate learner
1: for all R in T ables do
2:
Conditions ← ∅
3:
for all C in R.Cols do
4:
Conditions.Clear()
5:
Conditions.AddRange(GetConditions(R, C))
6:
for all c in Conditions do
7:
ARScenarios ← GetARScenarios(R, C)
8:
for all ARScenario in ARScenarios do
9:
if ((IsAR(c, R, C, ARScenario)) And
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

(N ot(IsAlreadyLearnedAR(c, R, C, ARScenario)))) then
StoreAR(c, R, C, ARScenario)
end if
end for
CF DScenarios ← GetCF DScenarios(R, C)
for all CF DScenario in CF DScenarios do
if ((IsCF D(c, R, C, CF DScenario))And
(N ot(IsAlreadyLearnedCF D(c, R, C, CF DScenario)))) then
StoreCF D(c, R, C, CF DScenario)
end if
end for
end for
end for
end for

given scenario will be considered to be a new CFD. In Algorithm 3.1 Conditions is the set of conditions applicable on R.C, fulfilling the constraints of
M inOccurrenceF requency and M inOccurrenceRate. Complexity of Algorithm 3.1. can be calculated knowing the number of tables, the average number of table columns and the average number of column conditions, while its
space complexity depends on the number of dependencies, the average number
of determinant columns and the average number of dependent columns.
Complexity of Algorithm 3.1
= Θ (T · AF N · ACN · (card(ARScenarios(T, AF N ))
+ card(CF DScenarios(R, AF N )))
=

Θ(T · AF N · ACN · (2AF N −1 − 1 + 3AF N −1 − 2 · 2AF N −1 ))

=

Θ(T · AF N · ACN · (3AF N −1 − 2AF N −1 − 1)),

where T is the number of Tables, AF N is the average number of table columns,
ACN is the average number of column conditions.
Space complexity of Algorithm 3.1 =
Θ((card(Dependency)) · (1 + avg(card(Determinant)) + avg(card(Dependent))))
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One of our experiment were conducted on a database containing exceptions and we will present this example in entire paper to illustrate the steps
of our method. For our experiments, we used the attribute Message, AppID,
CrossAppException and OperatingSystemException, where M essage represented an Exception message, AppID was the ID of the Application where
the given Exception occurred, CrossAppException and OperatingSystemException were Boolean values. Possible values for AppID were 1 (Forum), 2
(Wiki), 3 (Desktop), 4 (Website) and 5 (Engine). Table 3.1. shows some SDs,
a part of accepted dependencies.
Id Condition
3 e.Message=’Authentication needed’
6 e.Message=’Connection
to DB failed’
5

2

4

Determinant
e.CrossAppException
e.OpSystException
e.CrossAppException
e.OpSystException
e.AppID
e.Message=’File not
e.CrossAppException
found’
e.OpSystException
e.AppID
e.Message=’Thread was e.CrossAppException
already closed’
e.AppID
e.OpSystException
e.OpSystException=’1’ e.CrossAppException
e.AppID
e.Message

Dependent
CrossAppException=’1’ and
OpSystException=’0’
AppID=’3’
CrossAppException=’0’
OpSystException=’0’
AppID=’3’
CrossAppException=’0’
OpSystException=’1’
AppID=’1’
CrossAppException=’0’
OpSystException=’0’
Message=’File not found’
AppID=’3’
CrossAppException=’0’

Table 1. SDs, accepted CFDs

3.2. Usefulness. In this section we define the More Useful relation. Let D1
and D2 be two CFDs, and D1 .c, D1 .A, D1 .B and D2 .c, D2 .A, D2 .B be the
condition, determinant column set and dependent column set of D1 and D2
respectively. We define the More Useful (MU) relation as:
D1 MU D2 ⇔ (D1 .c = D2 .c) ∧ (D1 .A ⊆ D2 .A) ∧ (D1 .B ⊇ D2 .B).

It is impossible to compare the usefulness of D1 and D2 if their conditions are
not the same, because they are not applicable on the same record set. Also, if
D1 is more useful than D2 , then D1 is more descriptive, because D1 .A cannot
contain any column outside of D2 .A and D2 .B cannot contain any column
outside of D1 .B. MU is not a strict relation; D1 MU D1 is true to guarantee
reflexivity and anti-symmetry. If D1 is a CFD and there is no D2 6= D1 which
is more useful than D1 , then D1 is a most useful CFD. Note that a non-AR
cannot be more useful than an AR, because the determinant column set of
an AR is empty set, the smallest set in the “⊆” relation. MU is reflexive,
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transitive and anti-symmetric. On a set of CFDs defined for a database MU
is an order.
3.3. Validation. Validation is not always easy for users, because there can
be many dependencies learned, but we used the More Useful relation, which
reduces significantly the difficulty of validation if used properly. As we mentioned earlier, the user sees a list of most useful CFDs/ARs. He can decide
whether they are SDs or ADs. If the user accepts a dependency D1 , then all
D2 will instantly become invalid which meets the criteria of D1 MU D2 . As a
result any D2 less useful than D1 is redundant with D1 . If the user rejects a
CFD/AR D1 , then it will become invalid and all CFDs/ARs D2 which meet
the criteria of
(D1 MU D2 ) ∧ (@D3 such that D1 MU D3 MU D2 )

will be shown to the user, because they will become most useful ARs/CFDs.
DependencyManager lets the user decide whether a dependency is an SD or
AD. The following example illustrates the relation of usefulness between some
CFDs.
Example 2. D1 is a CFD, D1 .c = (Exception.CrossAppException =0 00 ),
D1 .A = (Exception.M essage), D1 .B = (Exception.AppID).
D2 is a CFD, D2 .c = D1 .c, D2 .A = (Exception.M essage),
D2 .B = (Exception.OperatingSystemException, Exception.AppID).
D3 is a CFD, D3 .c = D1 .c, D3 .B = (Exception.AppID),
D3 .A = (Exception.OperatingSystemException, Exception.M essage).
D4 is a CFD, D4 .c = D1 .c, D4 .A = (Exception.M essage),
D4 .B = (Exception.OperatingSystemException).
D5 is a CFD, D5 .c = D1 .c, D5 .A = (Exception.AppID, Exception.M essage),
D5 .B = (Exception.OperatingSystemException).

In our experiment D1 was SD and D2 , D3 , D4 , D5 were ADs.
(D1 .c = D2 .c) ∧ (D1 .A = D2 .A) ∧ (D2 .B
(D1 .c = D3 .c) ∧ (D1 .A ⊂ D3 .A) ∧ (D1 .B
D2 MU D1 MU D3 ⇒ D2 MU D3 .
(D2 .c = D4 .c) ∧ (D2 .A = D4 .A) ∧ (D2 .B
(D2 .c = D5 .c) ∧ (D2 .A ⊂ D5 .A) ∧ (D2 .B
(D4 .c = D5 .c) ∧ (D4 .A ⊂ D5 .A) ∧ (D4 .B

⊃ D1 .B) ⇒ D2 MU D1 .
= D3 .B) ⇒ D1 MU D3 .
⊃ D4 .B) ⇒ D2 MU D4 .
⊃ D5 .B) ⇒ D2 MU D5 .
= D5 .B) ⇒ D4 MU D5 .

D2 is a most useful element. The user did not see D1 , D3 , D4 and D5 because
D2 was more useful. When we invalidated D2 , then D1 and D4 appeared on
the view, because after we excluded D2 from the set, D1 and D4 became most
useful. D5 was still hidden, because D4 is more useful than D5 and D3 was
hidden, because D1 is more useful than D3 .
The size of needed space depends on the number of dependencies. If there
are n dependencies, where k columns appear in a dependency on average,
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Case

Type

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6

SD-candidate
AD
AD
SD
SD
SD

It is no longer a CFD/AR
It is no longer a CFD/AR
It was mistakenly rejected
It was mistakenly accepted
A more useful SD appeared
Schema change

Automatically
detectable
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Table 2. Cases when forgetting is useful

then the system uses n ∗ (k + 1) records to store the dependencies. If we
accept m CFDs/ARs, then the number of generated constraints will be m,
those constraints need to be stored. We conclude that the space complexity
of DependencyManager is relatively low.
3.4. Forgetting. After CFDs/ARs are learned, they are stored as SD-candidates.
When they are accepted, they will be stored as SDs and removed from the
SD-candidates. When SD-candidates are rejected, they will be stored as ADs,
but not as SD-candidates. When we completely delete an SD, an AD or an
SD-candidate, then we forget them and delete it along with its constraint.
Table 2. describes the possible cases when an SD-candidate, and AD or an SD
should be forgotten. Forgetting is useful to simplify dependency maintenance
and it is included into DependencyManager.
4. Experimental results
We have evaluated efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithm on four
datasets. In datasets named Numbers1 and Numbers2 the rows were generated
numbers, using formulas to guarantee the occurrence of CFDs and ARs. We
also conducted experiments used real datasets from the UCI machine learning repository http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/, namely, the Wisconsin breast
cancer (WBC). The Exceptions dataset was also generated by us using real
data.
Dataset
Arity No. Rows MOF MOR SD AD
Numbers1 6
20000
200
0.15
95 13
Numbers2 5
200000
650
0.2
118 11
WBC
11
699
37
0.06
242 21
Exceptions 5
11192
1000 0.1
43 8
Table 3. Experimental results (MOF = MinOccurrenceFrequency, MOR = MinOccurrenceRate)
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Our algorithm doesn’t represent a new approach for finding CFDs, therefore there is no point to compare it to the CFD-finders of previous works. Our
algorithm represents a new approach to CFD-handling.
Table 3. describes the parameters of the used datasets, the MinOccurrenceFrequency and MinOccurrenceRate used in our experiments and the
number of accepted/rejected dependencies: SDs and ADs for each dataset.
We use MOF and MOR to set the sensitivity of the system. If we choose
low occurrence frequency then it is very sensible even to low numbered occurrences of dependencies than we will store a lot of dependency candidates
from which many might be invalid, or if we set the sensitivity to be too high
then we might not discover all the valid dependencies. The occurrence rate
is the rate specified to be the minimum ratio between the number of records
where the dependencies are applicable and the total number of records. We
have to choose the sensitivity which potentially enabled us to find all the valid
dependencies. Table 3. shows these settings chosen in our cases, but these
numbers can vary from database to database or preferences.
If an SD pattern is accepted (validated), then a constraint prevents inserts
and updates inconsistent with the accepted pattern. We quantified the amount
of data protected by our system against inconsistency violation. In our dataset
Numbers1 8620, Numbers2 102034, BCW 384, Exceptions 7083 presents the
records complied to at list an SD and an arbitrary insert or update in the future
has a probability of 43.1 %, 51.01 %, 54.93 % and 63.28% to be protected
by our system against inconsistencies violating our SDs. If an error occurs
because of mishandling data where an SD is applicable, then in the error logs
the problem can be identified and potentially bugs can be found and fixed.
SD management is simplified by the More Useful relation, showing only
the most useful SDs to the system/users, therefore we drastically reduce the
number of dependencies to be taken into account and we only store the Most
Useful SDs because all the other dependencies are implied by them.. We
estimated the benefit of using the MU relation. If a table has n columns
and a dependency has a column for the condition, s columns in the determinant column set and d columns in the dependent column set, then there are
2(n−s−d−1) +2d −1 possible dependencies which are less useful. If we accept the
given dependency, we automatically ref use all the less useful dependencies,
which optimizes by helping the system/user with the automatic reduction of
the dependencies to be taken into account by a maximum of 2(n−s−d−1) +2d −1
dependencies. This method helps a lot in the validation and the usage of the
dependencies. This is an exponential optimization.
As a result of our experiments we have seen that the constraints were
successfully generated and prevented any attempt to breach their CFDs, we
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have easily identified the SDs which were ready for our FCA module for further
analysation.
5. Studying the set of SDs with FCA
We have used FCA (Formal Concept Analysis) methods to analyze SDs
and draw conclusions from them. Our approach was agnostic towards the
nature of the content of the database; we have implemented an FCA applicable
to accepted dependencies of any database using our system.
FCA [10] is a useful algorithm that can be used to draw conceptual conclusions based on a set of data; its steps are as follows: 1. Creating a context
which will contain objects and attributes. 2. Creating concepts by grouping
objects which have the same set of attributes; objects with different attribute
sets will be grouped into different concepts. 3. Each formal context is transformed into a concept lattice, which is the basis for further data analysis.
We have a smallest and a biggest possible value in the lattice and we know
that not any concepts C1 , C2 from C are comparable. We use the Join and
the Meet operations between concepts, knowing that
(M eet(C1 , C2 ) = C3 ) ⇔
∧
(Join(C1 , C2 ) = C3 ) ⇔
∧

(((C1 .A ∩ C2 .A = ∅) ∧ (C3 = CM in )) ∨ ((C1 .A ∩ C2 .A 6= ∅)
(C1 .O ∪ C2 .O = C3 .O) ∧ (C1 .A ∩ C2 .A = C3 .A))), and
(((C1 .O ∩ C2 .O = ∅) ∧ (C3 = CM ax )) ∨ ((C1 .O ∩ C2 .O 6= ∅)
(C1 .O ∩ C2 .O = C3 .O) ∧ (C1 .A ∪ C2 .A = C3 .A))),

the result of which is a concept from C, because ∅ ⊆ C1 .O ⊆ All(O, C) and
∅ ⊆ C1 .A ⊆ All(A, C) for any C1 ∈ C.
Using FCA we can draw interesting conclusions. In DependencyManager
we have implemented an FCA module, which studies the SDs. In this module
the objects are the SDs and the attributes are possible properties for the
objects. The attributes are Weakness, Determinant Column Cluster’s Size,
Column Cluster’s Size, Frequency of Occurrence and Almost Symmetrical.
Weakness measures the smallness of the dependencies in the more useful
relation. The less useful dependency the more weaker it is. We consider D1
to be weaker than D2 if D2 M U D1 . If an SD is fairly weak, then it is normal
to assign it lower priority in our researches than the priority assigned to its
more useful counterparts.
Definition 1. (Weakness) The formula of
W eakness(C1 , C2 , CT ) =

1 C1 − C2
+
2
2CT

defines the attribute weakness of concepts C1 and C2 , where C1 is the number
of determinant columns, C2 is the number of dependent columns and CT is
the total number of columns in the table.
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Proposition 1. The numerical value of Weakness is between 0 and 1.
We have defined the Fuzzy sets of None, Very Low, Low, Medium, High,
Very High and Total for this attribute. Based on this formula we believe that a
dependency having weakness of zero can be considered to having no weakness
or an other dependency having a value between 0 and 0.2 having a very low
weakness rate and so on.
Determinant Column Cluster’s Size is the number of SDs having
the same set of determinant columns. We have defined the Fuzzy sets of Tiny,
Small, Medium, Big and Huge for this attribute. If we have many dependencies
having the same determinant column set then the given determinant column
set is the source of multiple potential implication schema which is the starting
point of many learning algorithm.
Column Cluster’s Size is the number of SDs having the same dependent
columns and the same determinant columns. This type of attribute shows
concepts which have the same schema different only in condition. If we have
many such schemas then we have to think about the scheme of the database
because we might learn FDs with dirty data. We have defined the Fuzzy sets
of Tiny, Small, Medium, Big and Huge for this attribute. We consider cluster
size of 1 being tiny, cluster size of 6 being big.
Frequency of Occurrence is the percentage of occurrence of an FD
pattern. This number is the sum of the number of all records matching any
SDs with the same FD-pattern. For instance, if a CFD is fulfilling R.A → R.B,
where R.A and R.B are column sets from the R table with the condition of
T.C = somevalue, then the CFD is matching the FD pattern of R.A → R.B.
Of course it is not an FD because of the condition, but still it matches an
FD-pattern. We have defined the Fuzzy sets of Nonexistent, Very Rare, Rare,
Medium, Frequent, Very Frequent and FD.
If D1 and D2 are SDs such as DependentColsD1 = DeterminantColsD2
and DependentColsD2 = DeterminantColsD1 , then D1 is Almost Symmetrical with D2 . We have used Fuzzy values for these attributes, Table 4. shows
the quantitative metrics concerning our point of view of the meaning of these
values. Example 3. illustrates the power of the combination of SDs and FCA.
Example 3. Let’s consider a table R, which holds many records, with a lot
of white noise due to dirty data. Also, let’s consider that there is a pattern of
R.A → R.B where R.A and R.B are sets of columns. Because of the white
noise there is no tool able to find the FD of R.A → R.B. However, Column
Cluster’s Size of CFD’s matching the pattern of R.A → R.B is Big, all CFDs
matching the pattern are not almost symmetrical, their weakness is the same,
the Determinant Column Cluster’s Size of the pattern is Big, the Frequency
of Occurrence of all CFDs matching the pattern is either frequent or very
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W None
0
D Tiny
1
C Tiny
1
O Nonexistent
0%
A Yes

Very Low
<0.2
Small
<= 3
Small
<= 3
Very Rare
<0.15%
No

Low
<0.4
Medium
<= 5
Medium
<= 5
Rare
<0.4%

Medium
<0.6
Big
<=7
Big
<=7
Medium
<0.6%

High
<0.8
Huge
>7
Huge
>7
Frequent
<0.75%

Very High
<1

Total
1

Very Frequent FD
<1%
1%

Table 4. Quantitative metrics used for Fuzzy Attribute sets(
W=Weakness, D=Determinant Col. Clusters Size, C= Col.
Clusters Size, O=Occurrence, A=Almost Symmetrical)

frequent (because of the table has many records and many dirty data). Because
of these facts all the SDs meeting the FD pattern of R.A → R.B will be objects
of Concept1 . If a user studies the results of the FCA algorithm, he will find
many objects with the FD pattern of R.A → R.B in Concept1 . He will study
the records of the table and will discover that the FD pattern is generating so
many CFDs because in fact it is an FD obfuscated by dirty data, so he will
know a useful information for certain which is a great starting point of fixing
inconsistency problems in this case. Thanks to the analysis provided by FCA
the user got a clue which has led him to the important conclusion that the FD
pattern of R.A → R.B is essentially an FD instead of many CFDs.

ID:7
ID:8
ID:3
ID:6
ID:5
ID:2
ID:4

Determinant
small
small
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium

Weakness
low
medium
very low
none
none
none
none

Fd
true
false
false
false
false
false
false

Occurrence
rare
medium
rare
very rare
very rare
very rare
very rare

Symmetrical
false
false
false
false
false
false
false

Universal
tiny
tiny
tiny
small
small
small
tiny

Table 5. FCA Context of SDs

Example 4. We have created the FCA context, shown in Table 5, by pairing the fuzzy and boolean attributes to objects which are SDs in our Database
about Exceptions. The IDs in the table represents the ID of an SD, see Table 3.1. From the context we built the concepts and generate the lattice from
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Level 3:
C68 = ({6, 5, 2, 4}, {W:None, D:Medium, O:Very rare});
C69 = ({4}, {W:None, D:Medium, U:Tiny});
C70 =( {6, 5, 2}, {W:None, D:Medium, U:Small});
C91 = ({4}, {W:None, O:Very rare, U:Tiny});
C154 = ({3}, {W:Very low, D:Medium, O:Rare});
C155 = ({3}, {W:Very low, D:Medium, U:Tiny});
C173 = ({3}, {W:Very low, O:Rare, U:Tiny});
...
Level 4:
C344 =( {4}, {W:None, D:Medium, O:Very rare, U:Tiny});
C345 = ({6, 5, 2}, {W:None, D:Medium, O:Very rare, U:Small});
C441 = ({3}, {W:Very low, D:Medium, O:Rare, U:Tiny});
C484 = ({7}, {W:Low, D:Small, O:Rare, U:Tiny});
C515 = ({8}, {W:Medium, D:Small, O:Medium, U:Tiny})

Table 6. Part of the generated concepts

which we can read useful conclusions. Some of the generated concepts can be
found in Table 6. For example at level 3 we have the concept (C70 , Objects
= {6, 5, 2}, Attributes = {Weakness:None, Determinant:Medium, Universal:Small}); and from this concept we can read that maybe we should think
more about this dependencies because the determinant cluster is medium and
is paired with virtually no weakness and this might lead to useful conclusion
about our exception. At level 4 we can see another concept containing the
same object (C345 , Objects = {6, 5, 2}, Attributes = {Weakness:None, Determinant:Medium, Occurrence:Very rare, Universal:Small}); and by the extra
information of the occurrence being very rare we can be assured that this might
not be the highest priority for further analysis because the occurrence rate discouraged us from focusing on this three objects otherwise if we were not using
FCA then we might have been allocating a lot of time to analyze this FDs. The
human mind can comprehend object-attribute pairs but in the lattice generated
with our FCA the higher the level is the more difficult is for the human mind
to comprehend it without FCA analysis. If a human observes that the size
of the determinant cluster is big and sometimes even the dependent column
cluster size is raised. If this is paired with virtually no weakness then we might
allocate a lot of time to get more information about this object set = {6,5,2},
however at the fourth level we can see that they are very rare which lowers the
priority of further investigations.
As we can see, FCA is relevant in this study, as it provides conceptual information as the result of SD-analysis with the attributes described in Section
5. To our knowledge no previous work contained FCA implementation where
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the input objects were SDs and the input attributes were properties of these
dependencies.

6. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper we have focused on inconsistency prevention instead of fixing
them. Our method prevents inconsistencies by learning CFD and AR patterns.
If such a pattern is accepted (validated), then a constraint prevents inserts
and updates inconsistent with the accepted pattern. DependencyManager
has a novel strategy for consistency protection with the additional benefit
of preventing inconsistencies before they appear in the database, is scalable,
easy to use and powerful in preventing inconsistencies. We have used FCA to
analyze the SDs and draw useful conclusions; this way the users of the database
can understand the db-schema deeper. We have introduced a novelty for FCA
analysis by using FCA for dependency; analyzing abstract database patterns
with it.
In the future we intend to make this strategy even more useful, we intend
to find and analyze cross-table SD-candidates. We also want to generalize the
set of conditions by using more columns in the boolean functions instead of
only one and using more operator types, (our current implementation considers
equality as the only conditional operator). Automatization of the validation
process would be useful, this feature will probably be based on user-defined
rules which will help the learner module to automatically determine whether
an SD-candidate is an AD or an SD. The system stores the errors originating
from unsuccessful inserts and updates which were prevented by the constraints
created for SDs; this will generate knowledge which can be used to determine
the cause of failure of inserts and updates. If the cause of failure is an incorrectly accepted pattern, the pattern should be dismissed; otherwise the
incorrect user action or incorrect functionality can be detected.
Known SDs can be used to increase application performances. This can
easily be understood by knowing that these rules are enforced by constraints,
so it is enough to load all possible combinations for determinant column sets
along with their corresponding values in the dependent column set where the
condition of the SD is met. In this way it will be possible to determine the
values of the dependent columns of other records. If there are too many
possible combinations, the knowledge base can still be filled with only the
most frequent or most recent combinations. This method for caching SDs
can enhance performance, especially in applications where data is periodically
loaded, such as applications responsible for the creation of backups.
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ON REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED MULTIPLE
SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT
IOAN-GABRIEL MIRCEA, MARIA-IULIANA BOCICOR, AND ANDRA DÎNCU

Abstract. Multiple alignment of biological sequences may reveal important functional, structural or evolutionary relationships between the sequences. Although very important from a biological perspective, the problem of multiple sequence alignment is quite challenging from a computational point of view, as it is NP-complete. Reinforcement learning is an
approach to machine intelligence in which an adaptive system can learn to
behave in a certain way by receiving punishments or rewards for its chosen
actions. In this paper we investigate a reinforcement learning based model
for the multiple sequence alignment problem, which combines a Q-learning
algorithm with two variations of a sequence alignment algorithm and three
different action selection policies. The model is experimentally evaluated
on two data sets containing mitochondrial human DNA sequences from
remains collected during several archeological excavations. The obtained
results for each algorithmic combination are analysed and we provide comparisons of these results.

1. Introduction
In a bioinformatics context, sequence alignment refers to the process of
arranging the primary sequences of DNA, RNA or protein to identify regions
of similarity between them. This type of analysis has important applications
in molecular biology, as similarities identified by an alignment of sequences
may indicate functional, structural or evolutionary relationships between the
sequences. Pairwise alignment involves only two sequences, but biologists are
often interested in similarities between three or more. In such situations,
multiple sequence alignment is performed to the goal of finding common bits
from all the sequences in a given set.
Received by the editors: September 15, 2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68P15, 68T05.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. I.2.6[Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence – Learning; I.2.8[Computing Methodologies]: Problem Solving, Control Methods, and Search – Heuristic methods.
Key words and phrases. Bioinformatics, Multiple sequence alignment, Reinforcement
learning.
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Reinforcement learning (RL) [17] is an approach to machine intelligence in
which an agent can learn to behave in a certain way by receiving punishments
or rewards for its chosen actions. The learner is not told which actions to
take, as in most forms of machine learning, but instead must discover which
actions yield the highest reward by trying them. The reinforcement learning
algorithms selectively retain the outputs that maximize the received reward
over time.
In this paper we aim to further investigate a reinforcement learning based
approach to the multiple sequence alignment problem, approach that we have
previously introduced in [1]. In this work we employ a variation of the previously used alignment algorithm and different action selection mechanisms in
the RL process. Two human DNA data sets are used for the experimental
evaluations and we provide analysis and comparisons of the obtained results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the biological multiple sequence alignment problem, in the context of bioarcheology,
some methods existing in the literature for solving this problem, as well as the
RL based approach that we have previously introduced [1]. A set of criteria
and variations to the RL based approach, more specifically to the multiple
alignment algorithm that was used and to the action selection mechanisms in
the RL process are presented in Section 3. Experimental evaluations, analysis
and comparisons of the all the algorithms are given in Section 4. Section 5
outlines our conclusions and further work.
2. Background
This section presents the multiple sequence alignment problem in bioinformatics and, more particularly, bioarcheology framework. Furthermore, we
briefly review some fundamental aspects related to the RL based approach
that we previously introduced for multiple sequence alignment. A short revision of some other techniques from the literature that address this problem is
also provided in this section.
2.1. The Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) problem and its relevance in bioarcheology. The field of bioarchaeology [6] is an interdisciplinary field of research that employs techniques and methods specific to biological research in order to aid archaeologists in obtaining additional information regarding human or animal remains located on the archaeological sites.
The term of bioarchaeology was introduced in 1972 by the British archaeologist Grahame Clark in order to define the analysis conducted on the faunal
remains from the prehistoric North Yorkshire site at Star Carr [6]. The European concept includes both research on human remains and on animal and
vegetal remains and residues, whereas in the United States it has been defined,
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mostly concomitantly, to have a stricter sense and only refer to human osteology in the work of Buikstra [2]. The main goal of the bioarchaeologist is to
analyse the human remains found on an archaeological site in order to determine their sex, age and health as these indicators offer precious information
about the social patterns in the society, culinary habits, etc.
A compelling application of multiple sequence alignment in bioarchaeology
is presented in paper [16] which reveals the existence of domesticated turkeys
on the south western region of the United States before the arrival of the
Europeans. In order to achieve this task several mitochondrial DNA samples
have been extracted from bones and coprolites and then compared against the
consensus sequences by use of multiple sequence alignment as basis for the construction of the phylogenetic tree. Usually, the employment of MSA methods
in bioarchaeology precedes the creation of phylogenetic trees which are later
on used to genetically clusterize the material and then draw bioarcheologically
relevant conclusions by analysing the data.
2.2. Sequence to profile alignment. The Multiple Sequence Alignment
problem extends the classic dynamic programming pairwise alignment algorithms such as Needleman-Wunsch [13] to align more than two sequences.
The problem that occurs in this respect is that while in the pairwise case the
task of computing the alignment score is rather straightforward, in the multiple alignment case a sequence is usually aligned with a set of priorly aligned
sequences.
In order to align a sequence to a set of already aligned sequences, the
Needleman-Wunsch dynamic algorithm needs to be adapted to compute the
score of each column in the sequence against all the corresponding symbols
in the set of already aligned sequences. A profile of the partial alignment
needs to be computed. The profile holds the frequencies of each symbol in
the alphabet for each position in the set of pre-aligned sequences. This way,
the pairwise comparison conducted in the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm can
be substituted by a comparison between a symbol on a certain position in the
sequence and the column corresponding to the same position in the profile.
2.3. A reinforcement learning based approach for solving the MSA
problem. In [1] we introduced a reinforcement learning based technique for
the multiple sequence alignment problem. Although in the above mentioned
work we evaluated the approach on DNA sequences, the applicability of our
method is more general and it can be used with other types of sequences as
well (e.g. proteins).
From a computational point of view, the multiple sequence alignment problem was defined as the problem of finding the optimal permutation of input
sequences, such that the score of the obtained alignment of the sequences
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in the given order is maximal. The score is defined using the sum of pairs
score method [11], which sums the substitution scores of all possible pairwise
combinations of sequence characters over all columns of a multiple sequence
alignment. The RL task associated to the MSA problem consists in training
the agent to find a path from the initial to a final state having the maximum
associated score. During the training step of the learning process the learning agent determines its optimal policy in the environment, i.e. the mapping
from states to actions that maximizes the sum of the received rewards. The
reward’s definition is connected to the score computing method, such that by
maximising the sum of rewards over time, the agent is actually maximising
the obtained alignment’s score. The equivalent action configuration is viewed
as a permutation that gives the optimal alignment. For training the agent [1]
a Q-learning approach was used [17] and a new action selection mechanism
was defined in order to guide the exploration of the search space [1]. After
the training step of the agent has been completed, the solution learned by
the agent, which indicates the recovered alignment, is constructed starting
from the initial state and following the Greedy mechanism. For more details
about sequence to profile alignment, about the definitions of the state and
action spaces, reward and transition functions or about the action selection
mechanism, we refer the reader to [1].

2.4. Literature review on MSA. It has been shown that the MSA problem
is NP-complete [19], therefore most algorithms that deal with this problem
include different heuristics that produce quasi-optimal alignments, but are
less computationally expensive.
An artificial intelligence method widely used for solving the MSA problem
are Genetic algorithms (GA). Chen and Lin [3] tackle the DNA MSA problem
using genetic algorithms in conjunction with divide-and-conquer techniques to
determine the best cut points for DNA sequences. The same authors offered a
different approach to the same problem, based on genetic simulated annealing
techniques to choose the best cutting point set from a DNA sequences data set
[4]. A parallel hybrid genetic algorithm for the protein MSA problem, using
new chromosome representation and corresponding new genetic operators and
they use two kinds of local search heuristics was introduced by Nguyen et al.
[14]. An improved GA with a research evolutionary computation system is
presented by Zhang and Achawanantakun in [20].
Various other methods from the field of machine learning have been exploited and used to tackle the MSA problem. Chen et al. [5] present a partitioning approach combined with an ant colony optimization system, which
solves the problem in three stages. Hidden Markov models are employed by
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Rasmussen and Krink [15], in conjunction with a new particle swarm optimization based training method. Due to its tolerance of inexactness or errors
in subsequence matching, fuzzy logic was used by Nasser et al. [12] for approximate matching of sequences.
3. Our study
In this section we aim to present several variations to our previously introduced RL approach, which will subsequently be experimented on, analysed
and compared to our previously obtained results [1]. In [1] our RL technique
used an extension of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [13] for detecting an
optimal alignment of two or more sequences, which employs a linear gap penalisation process. In this paper we intend to use an affine gap penalisation,
which favours both global alignment and minimises the interior gaps, thus
leading towards also finding motifs that are locally similar in the sequences
[9]. Furthermore, in [1], we introduced a new action selection mechanism for
the RL process, which uses a one step look-ahead procedure (inspired from
the -greedy policy) in order to guide the exploration of the search space. To
investigate how the policy specifying the way in which a new action is chosen
in each given state influences the accuracy of the final multiple alignment, we
try two different action selection policies: -Greedy and softmax.
3.1. Needleman-Wunsch with affine gap penalty. The Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm [13] is a dynamic programming algorithm used for detecting the optimal alignment of two sequences (the alignment with the maximum score).
The gap penalisation process used in the algorithm can be linear or affine.
While the linear one considers the same penalty value for all the gaps, the
affine version considers a gap open penalty given when opening a new sequence of gaps and a gap extension penalty that is given when adding gaps
to an existing sequence. The cost for a gap in the affine gap penalty case is
computed as −d − (l − 1)e where d is the gap open penalty and e is the gap
extension penalty [8].
In the linear case there are three possible cases: when there was no gap
(match or mismatch), when a gap was added in the first sequence and when a
gap was added to the second sequence. For affine gap penalties, introducing
a gap at the end of the current subsequence implies opening a gap sequence
earlier in the alignment, thus all previous gap opening events must be considered.
For computing the optimal alignment, we denote three matrices:
• Gd (i, j) best score up to position (i, j) and no gap at the end, diagonal
direction
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• Gy (i, j) best score up to position (i, j) with a gap in the sequence y at
position j, vertical direction
• Gx (i, j) best score up to position (i, j) with a gap in the sequence x
at position i, horizontal direction
For initializing the matrices we chose the following: Gd (0, 0) = 0, Gx (0, 0) =
−∞, Gy = −∞ . By following the rules from the previous equations, the rest
of the elements from the first row and first column of Gd are −∞. The rest of
the initialization is done using the 0 in Gd and the gap open penalty first followed by gap extension penalties, thus the first row of Gy and the first column
of Gx will be −∞.
The value from each cell of the three matrices is computed by using the
following equations:



Gd (i − 1, j) − |d|
Gd (i, j − 1) − |d|
Gy (i, j) = max
Gx (i, j) = max
Gy (i − 1, j) − |e|
Gx (i, j − 1) − |e|

 Gd (i − 1, j − 1) + s(xi , yj )
Gy (i − 1, j − 1) + s(xi , yj )
Gd (i, j) = max

Gx (i − 1, j − 1) + s(xi , yj )
where s(xi , yj ) is the match/mismatch score of xi and yj . After all values
from Gd , Gy and Gx are computed, the global alignment can be determined
by going backwards from the bottom-right cell with the highest score until
the first colon or first row is reached by moving from a matrix to another
depending on the names saved in the cells and the known directions. In this
case, going from (i − 1, j − 1) to (i, j) means there are no gaps added to the
alignment, going from (i, j − 1) to (i, j) means there is a gap in the second
sequence, while going from (i − 1, j) to (i, j) means there’s a gap in the first
sequence. Here, the difference from the linear case comes from the jumps
performed between the matrices when reconstructing the alignment. Staying
in the same matrix either implies no gaps (staying in Gd ), or a gap penalized
with the gap extension penalty, e, in the first or second sequence. The gap
open penalty appears when a new gap sequence is open, thus in the backwards
case, when a gap sequence finishes and when jumping from Gy or Gx to Gd .
The optimal score of the global alignment determined is the maximum value
found in the bottom-right cell of the three matrices.
In our case, the alignment is performed between a DNA sequence and a
previously aligned profile. The algorithm acts the same, the difference being
that by adding a gap into the profile, we add it to all its sequences at a certain
position. The process of aligning a sequence to a profile was described in [1]
and Section 2.2, the difference being the gap penalization method chosen for
the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm.
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An example was selected to illustrate the process of aligning a sequence
to a profile by using the affine penalization method for Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm. For this example, a simple sequence s = AGT is aligned against
the following profile (set of previously aligned sequences):
A A G C T
A G G − T
For this, we consider the following scores: match = 4, mismatch = −2,
d = −3, e = −1.
By following the previous described algorithm we obtain the following
three matrices:
0
−∞ −∞ −∞
0
−3, d −4, x −5, x
−∞ 4, d −5, x −6, x
−∞ −∞
1, d
0, x
−∞ −2, y 5, d −1, x
−∞ −∞ −5, d
2, d
Gd =
; Gx =
;
−∞ −6, y 5, y
3, d
−∞ −∞ −9, d
2, d
−∞ −6, y −1, y 4, d
−∞ −∞ −9, d −4, d
−∞ −8, y −3, y 6, y
−∞ −∞ −11, d −6, d
0
−∞ −∞ −∞
−3, d −∞ −∞ −∞
−4, y 1, d −8, d −9, d
Gy =
−5, y 0, y
2, d −4, d
−6, y −1, y 2, d
0, d
−7, y −2, y 1, y
1, d
The optimal score can be found in the bottom-right corner of Gd , with
value 6. By going backwards from this cell the following alignment is obtained:
A A G C T
A G G − T
A G − − T
From this alignment the score for evaluating the alignment can be computed by using the sum of pairs metric [11].
3.2. Action selection policies. A very significant aspect of RL is a trade-off
between exploitation and exploration [18]. The system aims to accumulate a
lot of reward, therefore it will prefer the best experienced actions. However,
it has to also try new actions, as these may lead to higher long term rewards.
The rules or mechanisms that the system uses in order to make transitions
among states during the learning process are the action selection policies.
Several such policies exist in the literature.The greedy policy implies that the
learning agent chooses the highest-valued action in each state. An agent using
this mechanism only exploits current knowledge to maximize its reward, but
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does not explore new states that could lead to higher long term rewards.
A more effective method, which balances the exploration of new states with
exploitation of current knowledge, is -Greedy [17]. It selects the greedy action
with probability 1− and, in order to explore the environment, with probability
 it chooses an action at random, uniformly, not taking into consideration the
action value estimates. Therefore, the main drawback of -Greedy is that
the worst action is as likely to be chosen as the second best one.The softmax
action selection policy [17] was introduced to counter this disadvantage. A
system using this mechanism will choose better actions more often. Actions
are ranked according to their value estimates and each action is chosen with
a probability computed using its value. The greedy action will still have the
highest probability. The most common softmax method uses a Gibbs, or
Boltzmann distribution, where the probability of choosing action a in state s
is (for a Q-learning approach):
(1)

eQ(s,a)/τ
P Q(s,a)/τ
ae

where τ is a positive parameter called temperature, which specifies how random
actions should be chosen. For high values of the temperature all actions will
be almost equiprobable. As the temperature is reduced, the actions that have
higher value estimates are more likely to be selected and in the limit, as τ → 0,
the best action is always chosen, this meaning that the softmax policy becomes
the same as the greedy policy.
4. Experimental evaluation
This section provides experimental evaluations of the RL approach, which
uses the alignment algorithm presented in Subsection 3.1, as well as the different action selection policies: the one step look-ahead procedure introduced
in [1] and the two policies presented in Subsection 3.2.
4.1. Parameters setting. For all our experiments we used a a software
framework that we have previously introduced for solving combinatorial optimization problems using reinforcement learning techniques [7]. For all types of
tests, we used the following values for the RL parameters: the discount factor
for the future rewards is γ = 0.9; the learning rate is α = 0.8; the number
of training episodes is 5 · 104 ; for all three action selection policies, the policy
parameter ( - in the case of -Greedy and the one step look-ahead procedure
and τ - in the case of softmax) is set to 0.8. Regarding the values used for
the scoring matrix employed by the alignment algorithm, we considered the
following values: -3 for the gap penalty, −2 for the gap extension penalty,
−1 for the mismatch penalty and +4 for the match score. These values were
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chosen after a literature study and so that no two values are equal. Also,
it is important that the gap penalty is higher (in absolute value) than the
gap extension penalty, because its aim is to encourage the extension of gaps
rather than the introduction of new gap subsequences. This suggests that the
gap cost function is not computed linearly, but considering all previous gap
opening events.
The results obtained using the different alignment algorithms and various
selection policies are compared by examining alignment quality, through a
measure called sum of pairs score [11], the ratio of matched columns of the final
alignment (computed as the number of columns containing symbols that match
completely divided by the number of total columns of the alignment), and by
the number of epochs and computational time needed by the RL algorithm to
converge to the optimal solution. We mention that the higher the score and
the number of matched columns, the better the algorithm.
We mention that all the experiments presented in this section were carried
out on a PC with an Intel Core i7 Processor at 2.2 GHz, with 8 GB of RAM.
4.2. Data sets - Mitochondrial human DNA. We used two real-life data
sets to test the performances of the different variations of our RL technique.
Both sets contain human DNA sequences, obtained from the Babeş-Bolyai
University Interdisciplinary Research Institute on Bio & Nano Sciences [10].
The first set is rather heterogenous, containing various samples of mitochondrial human DNA from remains collected during several archeological excavations. It is composed of 8 DNA sequences, with an average length of 365.75
nucleotides. The sequences from this set contain some positions which are
marked with the character “N because it is not exactly known which specific
nucleotide is found on that position. In contrast, the second set of sequences
only contains sequences from a single archaeological site. There are only 6
DNA sequences in this case and the average sequence length is 362.83. A
correct global alignment of the sequences in this second data set could provide
compelling information to the biologists regarding the origins of the underlying population of the archeological site and the influence of other populations
on the local gene pool.
4.3. Comparative results. We experimented on the original RL approach
(the one using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [13] with linear gap penalty),
as well as on the approach using affine gap penalty [9]. We used the action
selection policies presented in Subsection 3.2. For each policy, the RL algorithm was run several times and the reported results are the ones retrieving
the highest scores towards which the algorithm converges. In the case of the
first data set the reported scores were obtained in several runs, although there
were also times when the algorithm converged towards different scores. In the
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Epochs
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Time (sec)


SM
LA

SM LA

SM LA

SM LA
36645 36664 36664 0.839 0.842 0.842 13000 7100 13200 1334 497 1303
36650 36655 36653 0.842 0.842 0.842 5300 4800 2400 3649 3383 6610

Linear
Affine
Table 1. Results for the first data set, obtained using the
Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm with both linear and
affine gap penalty and different action selection policies in the
RL process.

case of the second data set, however, the algorithm always converged towards
the scores that are reported in the following.
Table 1 comparatively presents the obtained scores for the first data set,
the ratio of matched columns, the epochs and computational time (in seconds)
needed for convergence, for both linear and affine gap penalisation algorithms
and all three action selection policies.
The first thing to note about the results of the first data set is that they
fluctuate. In the linear case two of the action selection mechanisms lead to
the highest obtained score, namely softmax and the look-ahead policy. The
algorithm using the -greedy mechanisms converges, in the best case, to a
lower score, but which is, however, only slightly lower than the other. Softmax
should indeed (theoretically) converge towards better solutions 3.2, as it was
designed to better exploit the already known information. The intelligent lookahead policy was modeled so as to better guide the agent through the search
space, therefore it also should (and does) lead to higher scores. An interesting
thing to note is that, despite its design to better guide the agent through
the search space, in the linear case, the intelligent selection policy needs the
highest number of epochs to converge. We remark that the reported result is
the one having the highest score, among all the runs of the algorithm and that
in other runs that used this policy, the algorithm converged much faster, but
towards a lower score. Softmax proves to be, in the linear case, the policy that
leads to the fastest convergence, both in terms of epochs and computational
time. In terms of number of epochs, the linear algorithm converges much later
than the affine one, but this is not reflected in the running time. The time
complexity of the affine algorithm is cubic, as opposed to the linear one, which
is only quadratic. As at each step in an epoch the algorithm performs a new
alignment, with a time complexity depending on the number of sequences at
that step, it is expected that the total time of the affine version should increase
much faster.
The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with affine gap penalty [9] was first developed to overcome certain difficulties of the linear gap penalty algorithm and
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Score

MC

Epochs

Time (sec)


SM
LA

SM LA

SM LA 
SM LA
20337 20337 20337 0.911 0.911 0.911 2300 1200 500 101 91 76
20332 20332 20332 0.911 0.911 0.911 5200 4300 700 2042 1748 293

Linear
Affine
Table 2. Results for the second data set, obtained using the
Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm with both linear and
affine gap penalty and different action selection policies in the
RL process.

was therefore expected to yield better results. However, we noticed that this is
not always the case. There are permutations of the input sequences for which
the affine algorithm obtaines higher scores, but there are also cases in which it
does not. The RL algorithm converges to different scores (implicitly, different
permutations of the sequences) for each of the action selection policies. Table
1 shows that the highest score was obtained when using the softmax policy,
but this was however slighly lower than in the linear case. The only policy for
which the affine algorithm reached a higher score was -greedy. Although the
scores and the alignments for affine and linear are slightly different, we remark
that in the affine case all of the alignments have 382 columns, out of which
322 are complete matches, therefore the ratio of matched columns is 0.842 in
all three cases, similar to the linear case, for the best obtained scores.
The results obtained for the second data set are shown in Table 2. In this
case, the results are more consistent and both Rl algorithms, using the linear
and affine gap penalty converge towards the same permutation of sequences.
The difference in scores is due to the different alignments obtained by the
two algorithms. As mentioned for the first data set, the affine algorithm does
not always obtain higher score alignments, compared to the linear one and
this is an example of such a case. All three action selection policies lead
to the optimal result, the difference residing in the number of epochs and,
implicitly, the needed computational time for convergence. In this case the
intelligent look-ahead action selection policy leads to the faster convergence, as
it theoretically should, because it was designed to efficiently guide the agent
through the search space by choosing at a given step in an epoch, with a
certain probability, the alignment with the highest score. As for the first data
set, softmax converges faster than -Greedy.
We observe that even though the number of epochs is similar, the computational time needed for convergence is significantly higher in the affine case.
This happens because of the affine gap penalisation process used during the
alignment, which leads to the alignment algorithm running much slower than
the one using linear gap penalty. As mentioned for the first data set, the time
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complexity for the affine case is cubic, compared to the linear case, which is
quadratic and in the computational experiments, for a fixed permutation, the
affine algorithm runs almost three times slower. Cumulatively, when considering the number of times the algorithm is run in one epoch and then the
number of epochs needed for convergence, we notice a considerable increase in
the computational time.
Comparatively, the two methods (RL using Needleman-Wunsch with linear gap penalty and RL using Needleman-Wunsch with affine gap penalty)
are quite similar from the perspective of solution quality. We observe similar
performances regarding the different selection mechanisms as well. Figure 1
illustrates the scores obtained for the alignment of the sequences from the
second data set during the training process. The left-hand side of the figure illustrates these scores in relation to the number of epochs, while the right-hand
side shows them relative to the computational time needed for convergence.
Each plot depicts the comparative scores obtained using the alignment algorithms with both gap penalties. The similarities and dissimilarities in convergence speed, when regarding the epochs, respectively the computational time
can be clearly seen in these plots. We notice that convergence is achieved
after a higher number of epochs for the affine algorithm and it also needs
considerably more time to reach the optimal solution.
4.4. Discussion. In this paper we have addressed the problem of aligning
multiple DNA sequences and we have experimented with a reinforcement learning based approach, using various types of action selection policies and two
different alignment algorithms. The original model is a Q-learning algorithm
combined with an extension to the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [13] for multiple alignment and using an intelligent look-ahead action selection mechanism
[1]. Several variations to the original model were investigated: first, two other
action selection policies were employed: -greedy and softmax (Subsection
3.2), and second the multiple alignment algorithm was modified to use an
affine gap penalisation process, which both favours global alignment and minimises the interior gaps. This second method was used in conjunction with all
three action selection mechanisms.
The obtained results show that all three action selection policies lead to
accurate results. From Tables 1 and 2 we notice that for both used data sets
the scores of the obtained alignments are equal (and optimal) in most cases, or
very similar in other cases, regardless of the selection mechanism. Concerning
the number of epochs we observe that softmax always converges faster than
-greedy. The intelligent look-ahead mechanism, which was developed to guide
the search through the search space should converge faster than both, but this
only happens in the case of the second data set.
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Figure 1. The learning process with the three action selection
mechanisms, relative to the number of training epochs and to
the computational time.
Our RL algorithm reaches the optimal or close-to optimal sequence alignments both when it uses the linear and affine gap penalty in the NeedlemanWunsch alignment algorithm. However, although the accuracies of the results
are comparable, the main difference resides in the computational time and
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this is true for both data sets. The time complexity of the affine algorithm is
O(n3 ), while the one of the linear algorithm is O(n2 ). In practice, the alignment process for the linear algorithm is almost three times faster than that
for the affine. The scores obtained for the first data set are slightly different,
for each selection policy, both in the linear and the affine case. Although the
alignments do not have significant differences, we believe that these variations
in scores are due to the errors that exist in this data set: three of its sequences
contain several positions marked with “N”, because the specific nucleotides
on those positions could not be determined. The second data set does not
contain such error and thus the results are consistent, as can be seen in Table
2.

5. Conclusions and further work
The present study aimed to investigate several variations to a reinforcement learning based approach for the DNA sequence alignment problem. If
the original RL based solution [1] employed the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
[13] with a linear gap penalisation process, in this paper we used the same
algorithm, but with affine gap penalty. Furthermore, we experimented with
two other action selection mechanisms in the RL process. The different combinations of gap penalty and action selection policies led to several algorithms,
which were experimentally evaluated on two data sets containing real human
DNA sequences. Through the obtained results the algorithms were analysed
and compared.
The tests showed that both algorithms (with linear and affine gap penalty)
obtain correct alignments, with small differences. Although the affine version
is theoretically better (should obtain more accurate alignments), in our experiments the scores it obtained are slightly lower than those obtained by the
linear algorithm (this implying slightly poorer sequence alignments), even if
in some cases the permutations of sequences are exactly the same. Another
difference worth mentioning is the computational time: in all cases the linear algorithm converges to the solution considerably faster than the affine
algorithm, as it was expected, considering the time complexities of both algorithms. In conclusion, we can assert that for the considered data sets, the
RL algorithm using the linear gap penalty alignment algorithm outperforms
the one using the affine gap penalty process both in terms of accuracy and in
terms of speed.
We plan to extend the evaluation of the RL based algorithms with both
gap penalty processes for other data sets, to further develop the analysis. Also,
we will use different parameters both for the alignemt algorithms and for the
RL approach. We will investigate possible improvements of these models by
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adding various local search mechanisms or combining the softmax policy with
the intelligent action selection procedure.
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FAOS - A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING
OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
ZSUZSANNA MARIAN, GABRIELA CZIBULA, AND ISTVAN GERGELY CZIBULA
Abstract. In this paper we are presenting a software framework we have
developed for supporting several machine learning-based techniques which
were introduced for solving some software engineering problems. Searchbased software engineering is a research and practice domain which is
based on the idea of reformulating all software engineering problems as
search problems, and on applying metaheuristic search techniques for solving these problems. We have previously introduced in the search-based
software engineering literature several machine learning-based solutions for
solving problems of major importance within software engineering, namely:
software remodularization both at the class and the package level and
software design defect detection. The FAOS (Framework for Analyzing
Object-oriented Software systems) framework was used for developing all
the above mentioned techniques. A comparison of the FAOS software with
similar existing approaches in the literature is also provided, emphasizing
its characteristics and advantages.

1. Introduction
Search-based software engineering [10] is a research and practice domain
appeared in the field of software engineering, and is based on the idea of reformulating all software engineering problems as search problems. Researches
within this field are conducted towards developing metaheuristic search techniques for solving different software engineering problems such as testing,
module clustering, cost estimation, requirements analysis, systems integration, software maintenance and evolution of legacy systems.
Harman and Jones claim in [9] that Software Engineering is ideal for the
application of metaheuristic search techniques, such as genetic algorithms,
simulated annealing and tabu search. But these techniques are not the only
Received by the editors: September 15, 2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68N30, 68N19.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. D.2.8 [Software Engineering]:Metrics – Product metrics; D.2.10 [Software Engineering]: Design – Methodologies; D.2.13 [Software
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Key words and phrases. software framework, object-oriented software system, software
development.
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computational intelligence techniques applicable to software engineering tasks.
Machine learning algorithms or fuzzy approaches can be used as well. These
techniques could offer solutions to difficult problems within software engineering and may provide ways of finding acceptable solutions in situations where
perfect solutions are impossible or practically infeasible. Even if the relationship between searching and learning is not obvious, from the perspective of
human reasoning modelling, machine learning techniques can be connected to
intelligent searching techniques. Essentially, an artificial learning system (irrespective of the learning strategy used) has to search (or discover) an optimal
sequence of actions for solving a particular problem. Thus, machine learning
based solutions for solving software engineering problem are associated to the
search based software engineering topic.
We have previously introduced several machine learning-based techniques
for solving problems of great importance during software maintenance and
evolution. The approached problems were: software remodularization at the
class [16] and the package level [18] and software design defect detection [3].
The main contribution of this paper is to introduce the FAOS framework
(Framework for Analyzing Object-oriented Software systems) which we have
used for the development of all the previously mentioned techniques. FAOS
was designed to be generic enough to offer a support for analyzing an objectoriented software system and to easily extract from it relevant information, as
well as to provide reference implementation for several software metrics which
are useful to measure software quality [11].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
related work as well as the techniques already introduced in the literature
which were developed using the FAOS framework. Our software framework
proposal is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 emphasizes the advantages of
the framework proposed in this paper and provides a comparison with existing
related approaches. Conclusions of the paper as well as directions to further
improve and extend the FAOS framework are outlined in Section 5.
2. Background
This section presents a literature review on existing related software frameworks, as well as a review on the machine learning-based approaches which we
have previously introduced in the search-based software engineering literature
and were developed using the FAOS framework.
2.1. Literature review. In search-based and machine learning-based software engineering researchers often implement their approaches in the form of
different tools or frameworks that can be used both by researchers for the
comparison of results, but also by software developers to get help with their
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everyday tasks. While there is no other framework with the exact same functionalities as FAOS, there are some frameworks in the literature which are
similar to parts of it. In this section we will present those frameworks that we
have met in the literature and we consider that are similar to the FAOS.
One such framework is JDeodorant, which is actually an Eclipse plugin, available at [13], developed for identifying bad smells [8] in Java code.
JDeodorant provides a specialized view in Eclipse and is able to identify four
types of bad smells: God Class, Long Method, Feature Envy and Type Checking. Each of them opens a new view in Eclipse, and these views have an Identify Bad Smells button. Clicking this button the corresponding bad smells are
identified in the selected element, which can be a whole project, a package, a
class and for some smells even just a method. A big advantage of JDeodorant
is that it not only suggests refactorings to be applied to remove the identified
bad smell, but it can also give a preview of how the system would look like
after the refactoring and perform the refactoring.
Another tool which is similar to FAOS is iPlasma, available at [12], which is
an integrated environment designed for the quality analysis of object-oriented
software systems. Its code analysis is implemented for two programming languages, Java and C++, their internal representation being the same. There are
multiple possible analysis methods implemented in iPlasma, it can compute
the values of a high number of software metrics, it implements the Detection
Strategies presented in [19], and it also has a module for detecting duplicate
code.
The Bunch tool is similar to the packageRestructuring module of FAOS
(presented in Section 3.2.3), it uses different search algorithms (Steepest Ascent Hill Climbing, Next Ascent Hill Climbing and Genetic Algorithms) for
finding a good partitioning of the software system, using the MQ measure as
objective function [14, 21].
There are also other tools, which can compute the value of different software metrics for a system or part of a system, some freely available, others
commercial. For example, for Eclipse we have found two different plugins,
both called Metrics. The first, available at [20] can compute the value of 23
different software metrics. It allows the setting of different threshold values
for the metrics, and when a class or a method has a higher value than the
threshold, it is marked in the editor. The other Eclipse plugin that computes
the values of software metrics is available at [7]. It has implemented the value
of seven metrics computed for a method, and four metrics computed for a
class.
2.2. Machine learning based software engineering. In [17] we have approached the problem of improving the quality of a software system design,
an important issue during the evolution of object-oriented software systems.
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Starting from the fact that software metrics are essential in measuring the software quality [2], a metric-based high-dimensional representation of the entities
from a software system was introduced. Using this representation, we have
defined a distance semi-metric between the entities of the software system.
An experimental validation of the distance semi-metric on two case studies
was provided, illustrating that the distance function introduced in [17] may
be successfully used for improving the internal structure of software systems.
In [15] we have worked on the problem of improving the quality of a software system design as well, but from a different point of view. Instead of
using a high-dimensional representation of the entities, we decided to aggregate the values of different software metrics into a single score, which was used
to guide a hierarchical clustering process. For this approach we have identified
16 software metrics that measure the cohesion, coupling and size in a software
system and used their values in the aggregated score. Experiments on small
software systems showed that our approach is capable of identifying a good
structure of the software system.
In the paper [16] we have investigated through a case study, whether the
use of unsupervised learning methods can be beneficial in the process of automatic refactoring [8] identification. The results of two algorithms (one that
uses hierarchical clustering and one that does not) are compared for a case
study, and show that the algorithm that uses hierarchical clustering is capable
of identifying refactorings which are not found by the non-clustering based
algorithm.
The problem of software refactoring at the package level [22] was approached in [18] using hierarchical clustering. Two approaches are proposed in
order to help software developers in designing well-structured software packages. The first approach takes an existing software system and re-modularizes
it at the package level using hierarchical clustering, in order to obtain betterstructured packages. The second method we propose considers a certain structure of packages for a software system and suggests the developer the appropriate package for a newly added application class. The proposed methods
are based on computing the value of several features, aggregated into a single score, which was used as a distance measure during the clustering process.
Computational experiments are performed on two open-source frameworks and
the algorithms introduced in [18] have proven to perform well in comparison
to existing similar approaches.
Another problem within the software engineering domain that we have approached from a machine learning perspective is the problem of automatically
detecting application classes having design defects, presented in [3]. We have
proposed a method based on relational association rule mining for detecting
faulty application classes in existing software systems. The proposed method
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is based on mining of relational association rules for identifying design defects
[19] in software. Experiments on open-source software are conducted in order
to detect defective application classes in object-oriented software systems.
3. The FAOS software framework
In this section we introduce an application programming interface (API)
that is realized in JDK 1.6 and is intended to analyze software systems written
in Java in order to extract from them relevant information such as attributes,
methods, application classes and relationships between all these entities. The
FAOS framework was used for developing the machine learning-based software
engineering techniques presented in Subsection 2.2.
3.1. Theoretical considerations. First, we will start with presenting some
theoretical aspects on which the software framework is based on.
Let S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn } be a software system, where si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n is an entity
(an application class, a method from a class or an attribute from a class).
Let us consider the following. (1) Class(S) = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cl }, Class(S) ⊂
S, is the set of applications classes from the software system S. Each application class Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ l) is a set of methods and attributes, i.e., Ci =
{mi1 , mi2 , . . . , mipi , ai1 , ai2 , . . . , airi }, where mij (∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ pi ) are methods
pi
l [
[
and aik (∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ ri ) are attributes from Ci . (2) M eth(S) =
mij ,
i=1 j=1

M eth(S) ⊂ S, is the set of methods from all the application classes of the softri
l [
[
ware system S. (3) Attr(S) =
aij , Attr(S) ⊂ S, is the set of attributes
i=1 j=1

from the application classes of the software system S.
Based on the
the software system S may be defined as
S above notations,
S
S = Class(S) M eth(S) Attr(S) [4].
3.2. The framework design. The FAOS framework is currently composed
of three main modules, Analyzer, Metrics and PackageRestructuring. The
following subsections will present in detail these three modules.
3.2.1. The Analyzer module. The first module of the FAOS framework is the
Analyzer, which performs the actual analysis of the software system and builds
an internal representation of it, which can be further used for other tasks. The
current implementation of the Analyzer module can only analyze software
systems written in Java, and it requires either the compiled .class files or a
jar archive for the analysis.
A simplified class diagram of the Analyzer module is presented in Figure 1.
This diagram (and the diagrams for the rest of the modules) presents only the
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Figure 1. Simplified class diagram for the Analyzer module.
packages of the module and the classes from each package, without including
methods and attributes of these classes. In order to avoid overcrowding the
diagram, only the most important relations between the classes are marked.
In the following we will present in detail the components of Figure 1.
Datamodel for representing software systems. The Analyzer module of the FAOS framework provides an internal representation of the analyzed
software system. This subsection will present the datamodel used, i.e., how
we represented elements of the software system. The datamodel is a very important component of the FAOS framework, because the rest of the modules
use the datamodel as well. This part is presented on the datamodel package
from Figure 1.
An important base for our datamodel is the MAttribute interface, which is
implemented by the classes representing entities of a software system: packages, classes, methods and fields. By using a common interface for all these
entities the definition of different approaches that treat these entities equally is
a lot easier. Besides a method to return the name of the entity, the MAttribute
interface has another method which returns the set of relevant properties for
the given entity.
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The MClass class represents an application class from a software system. It
is a complex class, having many attributes, the most important of them being:
the name of the class, the name of the superclass, an array with the names
of the implemented interfaces, a list of methods and a list of fields. Methods
of the MClass class include getters and setters for the fields (combined with
some filtering possibilities in case of the lists of methods and fields), methods
that verify if the class is an interface, abstract and so on.
A method from an application class is represented by the MMethod class.
This is a complex class as well, its most important fields being: the name of
the method, the MClass object of the application class to which this method
belongs, the set of fields that are used by the method, the set of methods called
by the method, the set of local variables created and used in the method, the
set of parameters of the method. Methods of the MAttribute class contain
getters and setters for most fields, methods that verify if the method is public,
private, abstract, static, constructor, a setter or a getter.
An attribute, or field, of an application class is represented by the MField
class. This is a simple class, it only has attributes for the name of the field,
the MClass object for the owner class of the field and its type. Besides getters
and setters it has methods that verify if it is private, public, static, constant
or the “this” field.
There is a fourth class that implements the MAttribute interface, the
MPackage class. This class represents a software package and it simply has a
list of objects of type MClass and a name.
The ASM bytecode manipulation framework. The main role of the
Analyzer module is to take a set of compiled Java classes and extract from
them a set of MClass objects (together with the corresponding list of MMethods and MFields) that can later be used for different other tasks. For the
analysis of the compiled code we used the ASM Java bytecode manipulation
framework [1], version 4.0. This framework provides the users with a set of
interfaces and abstract classes which can be easily implemented or extended
to perform specific tasks. One of the base classes from the ASM API is the
ClassVisitor abstract class, which, as its name suggests, implements the Visitor design pattern. This class has a series of methods, corresponding to the
content of a compiled Java class file, each being automatically invoked by the
ClassReader object from ASM, when the corresponding element is visited.
Two very important methods of the ClassVisitor class are the visitField
and visitMethod methods, which are called for every attribute and method of
the analyzed class. These methods return other Visitor objects, a FieldVisitor
or a MethodVisitor. The MethodVisitor abstract class is used to visit elements
of a method from an application class, there is a separate method for each
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bytecode instruction category. The FieldVisitor class was not used it was not
needed for obtaining the information for our representation of a field.
Since the ClassVisitor and the MethodVisitor classes are abstract, we extended them and implemented our classes that perform the analysis and build
the corresponding MClass, MMethod and MField objects. This part of the
Analyzer module is presented in the collector package from Figure 1. The
ClassInfoCollector class extends the ClassVisitor class and builds an MClass
object corresponding to the analyzed class. We have defined the MethodInfoCollector class as well, which extends the MethodVisitor class and builds
an MMethod object for the visited method. The third class from the collector package, the GeneralInfoCollector, was written to “coordinate” the other
two classes. This class maintains the list of MClass objects that are created
one-by-one by the ClassInfoCollector object as the classes are analyzed.
Configuring the Analyzer. The third package of the Analyzer module,
called xml contains the two classes needed for configuring the analysis. For
the configuration we have chosen to use xml files because of their flexibility.
The AnalyzerConfig class is a simple class which contains all the information read from the configuration file, while the AnalyzerConfigHandler class is
the class which reads the xml file and builds the corresponding AnalyzerConfig
object.
Finally, the last class in the Analyzer module is the Analyzer class. This
class needs the name of the configuration file, uses the AnalyzerConfigHandler
to get the corresponding AnalyzerConfig object and, in the analyzeProject
method, creates a GeneralInfoCollector object and starts the analysis. This
method returns the list of MClass objects extracted from the analyzed software
system, a list which can later be used to all sorts of further tasks and analyses.
3.2.2. The Metrics module. The second module of the FAOS framework is the
Metrics module, which contains the implementation of different software metrics using the datamodel presented in Subsection 3.2.1. This module is divided
into two main packages, the classLevel package contains the implementation of
different software metrics computed for a class, while the packageLevel package contains the implementation of software metrics and measures computed
for a software package. The simplified class diagrams for these two packages
are presented on Figures 2 and 3.
From Figure 2 it can be seen that the central class in the classLevel package
is the ClassMetric abstract class, which is extended by every software metric
in this package. While currently these metrics can only be computed for an
application class, we would like to extend them to measure other entities as
well, for example methods and fields. Thus the most important method of
the ClassMetric class is the measure method, which receives as parameter
an object of type MAttribute. This method, based on the exact type of the
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Figure 2. Simplified class diagram for the class-level metrics
from the Metrics module.

received parameter, will call one of the following three methods: measureClass,
measureMethod and measureField.
As it can be seen from Figure 2 currently there are 17 different class-level
metrics implemented in the Metrics module. 16 of them are the ones used for
the aggregated metrics-based class-level restructuring and for design defect
detection (both presented in Section 2.2). The 17th measure, called Name is a
measure that we have defined and used for the 4th feature of our package-level
restructuring approach.
The second part of the Metrics module contains the implementation of
different metrics and measures for packages of a software system. The simplified class diagram of this package is presented on Figure 3. It has the abstract
class PackageMetric to have a common superclass for all metrics for packages,
but there are actually three different types of package metrics, as suggested
by three of the four subpackages inside the packageLevel package. These types
are the following:
• Metrics which are computed for one package from the partitioning of
the software system. Such metrics and measures are placed in the
onepackage subpackage and extend the OnePackageMetric abstract
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Figure 3. Simplified class diagram for the package-level metrics from the Metrics module.
class. The implemented metrics are well-known in the literature for
evaluating software packages [6].
• Metrics that are computed for a whole partition of the software system
(they take into consideration all packages). Such measures are placed
in the partition subpackage and they extend the PartitionMetric abstract class and most of them were taken from [6].
• Measures that evaluate a partition, but return a vector with the value
of different other measures, instead of returning one single value. These
measures are placed in the vectorBased subpackage and they extend
the VectorBasedPackageMetric abstract class. The two measures implemented in this subpackage were taken from [23].
The fourth subpackage in the packageLevel package, called model, contains
classes that help compute the value of the metrics and measures from the other
three packages. In order to avoid constantly checking what kind of relations
are between different classes (if any), we decided to create a map which is built
only once before computing the metrics and memorizes all the dependencies
between the classes from the software system.
3.2.3. The PackageRestructuring module. The third module of the FAOS framework is called packageRestructuring and the package-level restructuring approach described in Section 2.2 is implemented in it, so, it is a little less
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Figure 4. Simplified class diagram for the PackageRestructuring module.
abstract than the previous two modules. The simplified class diagram of this
module is presented on Figure 4.
The abstract and reusable part of this module is in the core subpackage,
where general classes related to the clustering process can be found, such
as: Cluster and Partition. This subpackage also contains classes that extend
them, and implement the tasks specific for restructuring at package level, for
example the PackageCluster class, which contains a list of MClass objects.
The other three subpackages contain the implementation of the algorithms
and measures defined for our package-level restructuring and presented in [18].
3.3. Example of using the FAOS framework. In this section we will
present how an analysis can be performed with the FAOS framework. As
an example we will use an open-source software framework, called DbUtils
(version 1.5) [5], a library consisting of a small set of classes, which are designed
to make working with JDBC easier. It consists of 25 classes, which are divided
into three packages. Using the DbUtils framework, we will give examples of
the results of the analysis of the three modules of the FAOS framework.
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Class name: BeanHandler
Package name: org/apache/commons/dbutils/handlers
Super class name: java/lang/Object
Interfaces implemented: org/apache/commons/dbutils/ResultSetHandler
Is abstract: false Is interface: false
Number of fields: 3
List of fields:
this of type org/apache/commons/dbutils/handlers/BeanHandler
type of type java/lang/Class
convert of type org/apache/commons/dbutils/RowProcessor
Number of methods: 3
List of methods:
<init > with parameter of type java/lang/Class
<init > with parameters of type java/lang/Class;
org/apache/commons/dbutils/RowProcessor
convert with parameter of type java/sql/ResultSet
Table 1. Information extracted about the BeanHandler class.

Using the Analyzer module. Using the analyzeProject method of the
Analyzer class for the analysis of the DbUtils framework, the method returns a
list of 25 MClass objects, each of them corresponding to one of the classes from
the analyzed framework. One of these objects corresponds to the BeanHandler
class, and the information that was extracted from it is presented on Table 1.
The list of fields attribute contains a list of MField objects, from which we
presented only the name and type of the field. Similarly, the list of methods
attribute contains a list of MMethod objects, but here we only presented the
name and parameters of the methods. The <init > method name represents
the constructor of the class. Since MMethod objects are more complex than
MField objects, on Table 2 we will present the information extracted for the
convert method of the BeanHandler class.
From the description attribute of the method it can be seen that it has
only one parameter of type java/sql/ResultSet and that it returns an object of
type java/lang/Object. It has one single local variable, which is actually the
parameter, because local variables include the parameters of the methods as
well. It calls the toBean method of this parameter once (in a separate map,
whose components are not presented on Table 2 we retain the frequency of
these calls as well, because some software metrics need such information), and
it uses all the fields of the BeanHandler class.
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Name: handle
Owner class: org/apache/commons/dbutils/handlers/BeanHandler
Description: (java/sql/ResultSet;)java/lang/Object;
Is abstract: false Is static: false Is private: false Is public: true
Is constructor: false Is setter or getter: false Is from superclass: false
Local variable:
rs of type java/sql/ResultSet
Called method:
toBean from class org/apache/commons/dbutils/RowProcessor
Used fields:
this of type org/apache/commons/dbutils/handlers/BeanHandler
type of type java/lang/Class
convert of type org/apache/commons/dbutils/RowProcessor
Table 2. Information extracted about the convert method of
the BeanHandler class.

EVM MQ IIPE IIPED IIPU IIPUD IPCI IPSC PF
-78
1.16 0.53
1
0.43
1
0.83
1
1
Table 3. The value of package-level software metrics from the
Metrics module computed for the partitioning of the DbUtils
framework.

Using the analyzeProjectPackage method of the Analyzer class will return
the exact same MClass objects, but inside some MPackage objects, representing the packages in which these classes can be found. For the DbUtils
framework, we will have a list of three MPackage objects.
Using the Metrics module. We have first used the Metrics module to
compute the value of different class-level software metrics for the application
classes of the DbUtils framework.
On Table 3 we have presented the value of some package-level software
metrics for the DbUtils software framework. More exactly, we have computed
the value of all implemented package-level software metrics, whose value is
computed for a whole partition.
Using the PackageRestructuring module. The third module of the
FAOS framework can be used for the package-level restructuring of a software framework. For the DbUtils framework our package-level restructuring
approach, implemented in the PackageRestructuring module, identifies a partition composed of four packages, instead of the original three. As presented
in [18], we consider that this package structure is better than the original one.
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4. Discussion and comparison to related work
In the previous section we have presented in detail the three components of
the FAOS framework. Since it has both abstract components (like the Metrics
module, which can be easily extended with other metrics) and implementations
of different algorithms (like our package-level restructuring implemented in
the PackageRestructuring module) it is quite different from existing software
frameworks, but the frameworks presented in Section 2.1 can be compared to
different parts of it.
Both the JDeodorant [13] Eclipse plugin and the iPlasma [12] tool have
internal models for the representation of the analyzed system similar to the
datamodel from the FAOS framework. iPlasma’s internal representation is
called Memoria and in case of JDeodorant the representation is extracted
from the Abstract Syntax Tree and is more detailed than our datamodel, it
contains the individual statements from a method as well (which can be easily
understood, because JDeodorant can actually perform different refactorings
and for this they need the exact instructions from the code).
Both JDeodorant and iPlasma are complete tools, ready to be used for
different functionalities, which is an advantage over the FAOS framework.
iPlasma can analyze software systems written in the C++ programming language too, a feature which is not present neither in FAOS nor in JDeodorant.
On the other hand, the FAOS framework is more flexible than the other two
frameworks, the Analyzer module returns a list of MClass objects which can
be used for different tasks, one of them being the identification of refactoring
opportunities.
The Bunch tool does not have any internal representation or analyzer
module for the software system it works with, it needs as input the Module
Dependency Graph (MDG) of the software system. On the other hand this
makes it programming language-independent, since tools to generate the MDG
of a software system can be found for different programming languages.
In conclusion, there are some other tools in the literature which have
similar features like the FAOS framework, but there is no other tool which can
perform the same tasks. JDeodorant and iPlasma are suitable for situations
when somebody wants just to analyze the source code, look for abnormal
metric values or bad smells. The FAOS framework is suitable when somebody
wants to analyze a system, and perform some tasks on the resulting list of
entities. Thus the main advantage of FAOS can be considered that it is easily
extendable: new software metrics can easily be added to it, and the list of
entities returned by the Analyzer module can be used for further analysis.
We summarize in the following the main advantages of using the framework
proposed in this paper. First, it offers a mechanism to model and analyze a
software system and to provide the user with different software metrics which
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are useful to measure different characteristics of the software. Moreover, when
developing the framework we have made an abstraction of the process of extracting from a given software system the entities and the existing relationships
between them. The generality of our approach gives the user the possibility
to easily define new software metrics by using the information extracted from
the analyzed software system. Not least, our framework may offer support for
researches in the direction of analyzing object-oriented software systems and
developing various machine learning-based software engineering techniques (as
shown in Subsection 2.2).
5. Conclusions and further work
In this paper we have introduced a software framework which has been
developed for supporting several machine learning-based techniques that were
already introduced in machine learning-based software engineering literature.
The FAOS framework was used for developing several methods for software
remodularization at the class and package level and for software design defect
detection.
As further work, we would like to apply the FAOS framework for developing a machine learning-based solution for solving the software cost estimation
problem, which is another important software engineering activity.We will focus on developing a plugin for Eclipse that is based on the interface described
in this paper. Extensions of the framework in order to handle software systems
written in other programming languages (e.g. C++, Python) will be further
considered.
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AN FCA GROUNDED STUDY OF USER DYNAMICS
THROUGH LOG EXPLORATION
SANDA DRAGOŞ, DIANA HALIŢĂ, CHRISTIAN SĂCĂREA, AND DIANA TROANCĂ

Abstract. Nowadays the use of e-learning systems is increasing, especially in academia. Most researchers use Web Usage Mining (WUM) techniques to study the behavior of users of such systems. The results thus
obtained are used to enhance e-learning systems or make different predictions. Current tools used for Web Usage Mining can offer a partial view
on the usage of such systems. This paper presents the use of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) as a Web Usage Mining instrument. It is also shown
how different methods of FCA can be applied for revealing user behavior
patterns within a system as well as users dynamics. The detection of users
dynamics is a current research topic used to reveal how a system (e-learning
instrument in our case) is built. Various authors who use FCA for Web
Usage Mining propose ontology generation, semantic web personalisation,
but none are using the whole range of FCA tools for exploration. In this
paper, we debut by representing user dynamics patterns using ToscanaJ.
Then, we use a triadic approach in order to investigate the behavioral patterns of students using the e-learning system. We also show how frequent
triconcepts can be used for Web Usage Mining. Then, we use CIRCOS to
represent the information content of the triadic data selection.

1. Introduction
Browsing web pages became an essential aspect of our everyday life. The
World Wide Web developed to a huge information service center, having an
explosive growth of information. Navigation on the Internet has more and
more a social dimension ([5]) and becomes a very effective mechanism for acquiring knowledge ([3]). Improving web communication is an essential task, in
order to adapt the content and to make it more feasible with the expectations
of the visitors, and, on the other hand, to improve both content and design of
Received by the editors: July 3, 2014.
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the web pages. Behavioral aspects become more and more important, and web
usage tools have been developed in order to analyze the web usage behavior.
Even if the Internet is nowadays a popular resource, there are many unknown
aspects about the intrinsic properties of the Web. Recent investigations try to
unveil the way how people interact with the Internet, its impact on our daily
life, the cultural transformations which come along with it ([2], [22], [12]).
A special attention has to be paid to educational webpages. These are
not built for entertainment, even if at least some sort of entertainment should
always be connected with learning. Educational web products, or learning
environments must provide a clear structure, their content must be organized
and navigation has to be simple and easy to perform. Hence, satisfying the
objectives of the web site has become our major concern. Initially emerged
from the corporate environment, but then rapidly adapted to any other needs,
web analytics and its newer research field, web usage mining, offer many communication analysis techniques ([17]).
A large amount of collateral information about web usage information is
stored in databases or web server logs. Statistics and/or data mining techniques are used to discover and extract useful information from these logs
([15]). Other techniques include predictions about the user’s behavior by discovering of interesting web usage patterns ([21]).
Web analytics tools are based on some web analytics metrics. They prove
to be a proper method to give a rough insight about the analyzed web site,
especially if it is a commercial site. Nevertheless, there are situations where
these tools are quite inefficient. For instance, the behavior of users in e-learning
environments is driven by information acquiring. The learning process takes
time, and therefore a visit on an educational site does not apply to the heuristics used by most analytics instruments ([7]). Moreover, as highlighted in [17],
higher levels in organizations need summarized and conceptual information
for decision making. At these levels, the results produced by web analytics
fail this target, since their results target web designers and web developers.
On the other hand, web usage mining [20] focused mainly on research,
like pattern analysis, system improvement, business intelligence, usage profiles ([21]). The process of web usage mining undergoes three phases: preprocessing, pattern discovery, and pattern analysis. The preprocessing phase
is essential, since at this stage data is cleaned, the users and the sessions are
identified and the data is prepared for pattern discovery. Such usage analysis
constitutes an important feedback for website optimization, but they are also
used for web personalization [19] and predictions [18].
To the best of our knowledge, Formal Concept Analysis was used in Web
Usage Mining for semantic web personalization [23, 24].
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The same data we are now analyzing (i.e., collected by the usage of PULSE
portal) was also analyzed using web analytics [9], web mining [7], visualization
using force directed graphs [8] and Formal Concept Analysis [10]. The research
presented in this paper is due to the fact that we are still searching for that
instrument that offers more insightful findings.
We propose a Conceptual Knowledge Processing grounded approach. The
data is preprocessed and all the information which is stored in the database is
reorganized according to some conceptual issues. The result is then interpreted
with the TOSCANA suite, scales are built and different browsing scenarios are
set up. The result is then analyzed and the interesting facts are highlighted.
Besides that, a novel approach is presented, based on a triadic interpretation of the web usage data. Based on the TRIAS algorithm developed by R.
Jaeschke [13], we have built a tool called Toscana2TRIAS which connects to
a database and enables the user to define the objects, attributes and conditions. Moreover, if a conceptual schema has been built upon the data set, i.e.,
the data has been preprocessed for ToscanaJ [1], then the user has even more
control over the selection of the objects, attributes and conditions. From the
conceptual schema, a part of the scaled attributes can be considered as conditions, the rest being considered as attributes in the tricontext. The ternary
relation is then automatically read from the database, triconcepts [16] are built
and displayed. Since triconcepts contain a large amount of data, displaying
their intent, extent and modi is not helpful for a conceptual web usage interpretation. Hence, we have used CIRCOS [4] to display relevant connections in
the triadic dataset. To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to study
the user dynamics through log exploration using triadic FCA.

2. Formal Concept Analysis
In the following, we briefly recall some definitions. For more, please refer
to [11]. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematical theory which
appeared at the end of the 1980’s in order to restructure lattice theory in
a form that is suitable for applications in data analysis. Formal Concept
Analysis is a mathematisation of the traditional understanding of a concept
of being a unit of thought, which is homogeneous and coherent.
The fundamental data structure FCA uses is a formal context, which exploits the fact that data is quite often represented in two dimensional tables of
objects and attributes. Hence, a formal context is a triple (G, M, I) consisting
of two set, a set of objects, G, and a set of attributes, M , and a binary relation
I ⊆ G × M , called the incidence relation. The fact that gIm is read object g
has attribute m.
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Formal contexts can be represented as cross-tables, the rows of which are
representing objects, the columns attributes, while the incidence relation is
represented by crosses in that table.
We define a Galois-connection (called in FCA the derivation operator)
between the power set of G and the power set of M by
A0 := {m ∈ M | ∀g ∈ A.gIm}, A ⊆ G,
and
B 0 := {g ∈ G | ∀m ∈ B.gIm}, B ⊆ M.
If K := (G, M, I) is a formal context, then a formal concept is defined to
be a pair (A, B), with A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M and A0 = B, B 0 = A. We denote
the set of all formal concepts of a formal context K by B(K). This set can be
ordered by the subconcept-superconcept relationship
(A, B) ≤ (C, D) :⇔ A ⊆ C(⇔ D ⊆ B).
The subconcept - superconcept relationship (≤) is an order on B(K) and
(B(K), ≤) is a complete lattice, called conceptual hierarchy. This conceptual
hierarchy can be graphically represented by an order diagram, each node representing a concept, while the lines are representing the order relation.
2.1. Triadic FCA. Rudolf Wille and Fritz Lehmann extended Formal Concept Analysis in 1995 [16] with Triadic Formal Concept Analysis, considering
objects, attributes and conditions:
Definition 1. A triadic formal context (shortly tricontext) is a quadruple
K := (K1 , K2 , K3 , Y ) where K1 , K2 and K3 are sets, and Y is a ternary
relation between them, i. e., Y ⊆ K1 × K2 × K3 . The elements of K1 , K2
and K3 are called (formal) objects, attributes, and conditions, respectively. An
element (g, m, b) ∈ Y is read object g has attribute m under condition b.
As in the dyadic case, derivation operators are defined, in order to determine the conceptual structure of a tricontext, i.e., the triconcepts.
Definition 2. A triconcept of a tricontext K := (K1 , K2 , K3 , Y ) is a triple
(A1 , A2 , A3 ) with Ai ⊆ Ki , respectively, such that it is maximal with respect
to component-wise set inclusion in satisfying A1 × A2 × A3 ⊆ Y .
If K := (K1 , K2 , K3 , Y ) is described by a three-dimensional cross table, a
triconcept is represented by a maximal rectangular box full of crosses, under
suitable permutations of rows, columns and layers of the cross table. For a
particular triconcept (A1 , A2 , A3 ), the components A1 , A2 , and A3 are called
the extent, the intent, and the modus of (A1 , A2 , A3 ), respectively.
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Definition 3. For {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3} with j < k and for X ⊆ Ki and Z ⊆
Kj × Kk , the (−)(i) -derivation operators are defined by
X 7→ X (i) := {(aj , ak ) ∈ Kj × Kk | (ai , aj , ak ) ∈ Y for all ai ∈ X},
Z 7→ Z (i) := {ai ∈ Ki | (ai , aj , ak ) ∈ Y for all (aj , ak ) ∈ Z}.
These derivation operators correspond to the derivation operators of the
dyadic contexts defined by K(i) := (Ki , Kj × Kk , Y (i) ), where
a1 Y (1) (a2 , a3 ) ⇔ a2 Y (2) (a1 , a3 ) ⇔ a3 Y (3) (a1 , a3 ) ⇔ (a1 , a2 , a3 ) ∈ Y.
Definition 4. For {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3} and for Xi ⊆ Ki , Xj ⊆ Kj and Ak ⊆
Kk , the (−)Ak -derivation operators are defined by
Xi 7→ XiAk := {aj ∈ Kj | (ai , aj , ak ) ∈ Y for all (ai , ak ) ∈ Xi × Ak },
Xj 7→ XjAk := {ai ∈ Ki | (ai , aj , ak ) ∈ Y for all (aj , ak ) ∈ Xj × Ak }.
These derivation operators correspond to the derivation operators of the
ij
dyadic contexts defined by Kij
Ak := (Ki , Kj , YAk ) where
(ai , aj ) ∈ YAijk ⇔ (ai , aj , ak ) ∈ Y for all ak ∈ Ak .
3. Web Usage Mining using ToscanaJ
Formal Concept Analysis is, by now, an established method for mining
knowledge in a variety of fields. We are interested mainly in understanding the
conceptual structures of web usage behavior, rather than the use of classical
statistical, web analytics or data mining techniques. Hence, using FCA and
the knowledge management tool ToscanaJ lies at hand.
The ToscanaJ knowledge management suite ([1]) is specifically tailored
for knowledge representation and offers a powerful tool to understand the
connections between stored information. The ToscanaJ suite has been applied
to a large variety of data sets and used in hundreds of projects. Even if the
number of projects involving ToscanaJ has decreased in the past years, due to
some flaws in the design of this suite, the efficiency in representing complex
knowledge has not been equaled by any other FCA tool developed since then.
The web site used for collecting the usage/access data is an e-learning
portal called PULSE [6]. A detailed description of using ToscanaJ to build
a conceptual information system for PULSE is given in [10]. Here we focus
mainly on those scales which will be later used by Toscana2TRIAS in order
to build tricontexts.
The analysis is performed on the data collected from the second semester
of the academic year 2012-2013 (i.e., from the beginning of February 2013
to the end of July 2013). A log system records all PULSE accesses into a
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MySQL database. For the analized time interval there were 40768 PULSE
accesses. The collected information contains the following data fields: full
request-URI(including the domain, the requested URL, and any applicable
query parameters), referrer URL, cookie ID, login ID, the time stamp of the
request, the IP address of the originating web page request, full unmodified
User-Agent string, client Screen Resolution.
Using ToscanaJ, a conceptual information system has been built over the
PULSE log files. Each data field has been scaled and a conceptual scale
has been created. The datasets are considered many-valued contexts, the semantics of attributes being expressed by conceptual scales. When building a
conceptual scale, Toscana uses SQL statements to gather the required information from the database. Some scales (nominal, ordinal, grid) are already
implemented and are created automatically by the software.
For the current investigation we use only the first 3 data fields: Full
request-URI, Referrer URL, Cookie ID. We intend to use the rest in the future
investigations. The data to be analyzed contains 751 distinct request-URIs
(i.e., access files), 471 distinct referrers and 3472 distinct cookie IDs.
3.1. Prerequisite: Extending the log database. As a prerequisite, we
extended the database by adding two more fields to help in our investigation:
Access File Class and Referer Class.
3.1.1. Access File Classes: The request-URI represents the address of the accessed webpage along with all query information used for that actual request.
Although we value the information contained by this field, the granularity of
the accessed web pages is too fine for our intent (for instance, there are 751
distinct access file entries in the database). Therefore, the accessed webpages
have been divided into 9 classes. These classes have been nominally scaled
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The nine Access File classes - a more coarse granularity for access files
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PULSE portal was intended to be used mainly during laboratory sessions
for students to consult the theoretical support provided by the teacher, to
access appointed assignments and check his/her marks and attendances. To
distinguish between its users, the portal has a login phase. After login, each
user enters the HOME page which contains general information such as: lab
attendances, links to laboratory support, links to assignments, marks, evaluation remarks and current announcements. It is expected that the HOME
page has the highest percentage of usage being like a “command center ” of
PULSE. The webpages containing the laboratory material come next. Then,
there are the web pages containing the material concerning the lectures (e.g.,
teaching material used for courses, testpaper result, technical solutions).
PULSE provides a set of administrative utilities for the teacher (e.g assign marks, record attendances, post teaching material, add news). All these
webpages are grouped into the TeacherADM class.
Along the sections mentioned above, there are also other informative sections for students (i.e news and frequently asked questions (FAQ)) as well as
the feedback offered by students to a teacher.
PULSE has a different content for every year of study as the teaching data
is updated yearly. Moreover, each year a new set of students would enroll
for specific subjects. One student has a single account, however, he/she can
navigate through the different subject and/or years of study on which he/she
has access on PULSE. The websites from the class CHANGE offer that facility.
The logout is seldom used since the PULSE session can end by simply
closing the browser.
3.1.2. Referrer Classes: Referrer URLs (on position 2 in the list at the beginning of Section 3) represent the webpage/site from which the current webpage/access file was accessed. As these webpages may also be access files from
PULSE or other sites accessed with distinct queries attached to their URL
address, the number of these referrers is also high. On the considered database we have 471 distinct referrers. Thus, we also divided these into classes,
as described in Table 1.
The referrer classes have also been scaled nominally and visualized by
ToscanaJ. These referrer classes can be divided into two disjoint subclasses
representing the accesses inside or outside PULSE as depicted in Figure 2.
The objects considered were visits identified by cookieIDs.
Inside PULSE, the referrer classes have similar values with their corespondent access file classes. In the subclass of referrers from outside PULSE, the
most frequent are direct accesses. That means that students use to save/bookmark the webpages they visit. Therefore it is not advisable to change URI’s
too often. The link on the teacher website is the second source used.
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(a) 95.7% of all referrers are from inside PULSE

(b) 4.3% of all referrers are
from outside PULSE

Figure 2. Nominal scales of referrer classes inside/outside PULSE
4. Web Usage Mining with Triadic FCA
The extension Toscana2TRIAS allows the selection of triadic data starting
from a given set of scales, if the data has been preprocessed for ToscanaJ. From
the conceptual schema file, we have selected the scales presented above, and
obtained a triadic data set using Referrer classes (R class) as attribute set,
Access File classes (AF class) as conditions. For the objects set, we used in
turn the database field of Login and IP used by the client originating the web
page request. Then, we have generated all triconcepts using TRIAS.
The problem of visualizing triadic data has not been yet satisfactory solved.
Triadic conceptual structures have been visualized for instance using trilattices
or graphs. CIRCOS as a visualizing tool has been developed to investigate
structural patterns arising in bioinformatics. In this section, we present a
proof of concepts in order to show possible applications of using CIRCOS to
visualize triadic content.
4.1. Interpreting triadic FCA results with CIRCOS. CIRCOS is a software package for visualizing data and information in a circular layout. This
Table 1. Referrer classes
Name
inside PULSE
sanda
cs & scs
google
direct

Description
accesses from PULSE webpages
teacher personal site
faculty site & student site
accesses from google search, and/or google mail
direct accesses from bookmarks or by typing the
URL of that webpage directly on the browser
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circular layout emphasizes patterns in the dataset, showing connections between represented data ([4]).
The input data for CIRCOS is obtained from the tricontext using a derivation operator. We implemented an algorithm that analyzes the XML output
of TRIAS and transforms it into a valid input for CIRCOS.
The XML file that results as an output from TRIAS contains all triconcepts
which can be derived from the tricontext defined over the data set using Toscana2TRIAS. Each of them is defined by an extent, an intent and a modus.
The valid input data set for CIRCOS is a bidimensional table R × C, with
numerical values, hence we have to derive these tables from the tricontext.
For this, we proceed as follows:
Starting from the tricontext (G, M, B, Y ), we first build a dyadic projection K32 := (G, (B, M ), I), where (g, (b, m)) ∈ I ⇔ (g, m, b) ∈ Y . Then, for
each pair (b, m) we compute the corresponding attribute concept µK32 and
determine the cardinality of its extent (b, m)0 .
The set of column indicators, denoted C, is the set obtained by projecting
the ternary incidence relation Y on M , prM (Y ) := {m ∈ M | ∃(g, b) ∈
G × C. (g, m, b) ∈ Y }. Similarly, the set of row indicators, denoted R, is the
set obtaining by projecting Y on the set of conditions B.
The algorithm we have implemented builds a table having these sets as
column and row indicators, and calculates the numerical values of the table
as follows. For each pair (c, r) ∈ C × R, the cardinality of the extent (c, r)0 in
K32 is computed directly from the XML output of TRIAS, a small example
is given below. This cardinality represents the numerical value of the cell
corresponding to the column c and the row r.
TRIAS output example
<T r i c o n c e p t s>
<T r i c o n c e p t i d=” 1 ”>
<Extent>
<Object>e1</ Object>
<Object>e2</ Object>
</ Extent>
<I n t e n t>
<A t t r i b u t e>i 1<A t t r i b u t e>
<A t t r i b u t e>i 2<A t t r i b u t e>
</ I n t e n t>
<Modus>
<C o n d i t i o n>m1</ C o n d i t i o n>
</Modus>
</ T r i c o n c e p t>
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<T r i c o n c e p t i d=” 2 ”>
<Extent>
<Object>e1</ Object>
</ Extent>
<I n t e n t>
<A t t r i b u t e>i 2</ A t t r i b u t e>
</ I n t e n t>
<Modus>
<C o n d i t i o n>m2</ C o n d i t i o n>
<C o n d i t i o n>m3</ C o n d i t i o n>
</Modus>
</ T r i c o n c e p t>
</ T r i c o n c e p t s>

Corresponding CIRCOS input
−
m1
m2
m3

i1
2
0
0

i2
2
1
1

As a final step we visualize our data by running CIRCOS and obtaining an
output in png or svg format. Figure 3 presents an example for a set of triconcepts having cookie ids as objects, referrer classes as attributes and access
file classes as conditions. Because the set of referrer classes and the set of
access file classes have elements in common, the sets C and R are not disjoint.
As depicted in Figure 3, the segments are represented clockwise starting with
the green segment labeled ”HOME” at the top of the circle, following with
the lila segment labeled ”LECTURE”, the blue segment labeled ”LAB” and
the segments ”NEWS”, ”CHANGE”, ”FAQ”, ”ADM”, ”FEEDBACK” and
”LOGOUT”. The obtained circular layout may be interpreted as described
in Figure 3. Each ribbon corresponds to a pair (Referrer class, Access File
class). The color of the ribbon is given by the Referrer class segment color.
For example the green ribbon from ”HOME” to ”LECTURE” corresponds to
all the pages from Acces File class ”LECTURE” accessed from the Referrer
class ”HOME”. For a better understanding we added in Figure 4 a representation in form of a directed graph of the connections between Referrer classes
and Access file classes. The nodes of the graph have the same colors as the
corresponding segments in the CIRCOS representation. Since Referrer classes
and Access file classes are not disjoint, there can be edges directed in both
ways between two nodes and also loops.
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HOME and LAB
HOME is green)

Figure 3. Objects Set: CookieId, Attribute Set: Referrer
Class, Conditions Set: Access File Class

5. Test results
Starting from the PULSE database, we have performed several selections
of triadic content using Toscana2TRIAS. These selections are triadic interpretations of the raw data from PULSE and have been used to test the applicability of CIRCOS to Web Usage Mining using triadic FCA. From all the
performed tests, we have made a selection of those we consider representative
or interesting in order to highlight navigational patterns within PULSE.
Hence, these results are intended rather as a proof of concept than a well
established analysis method. In the absence of a good graphical triadic knowledge representation, a combination of several methods seems to be a reasonable
approach.
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Figure 4. Graph visuallization of the connections between
Referrer classes and Access File classes

Circular visualization of triadic content is hereby put into the discussion
of the scientific community.
Considering the database fields of PULSE, one performed test uses Cookie
ID as the object set, Referrer classes (R class) as the attribute set and Access
File classes (AF class) as the conditions set of a tricontext. We have considered only those AF, respectively R classes which are inside PULSE, hence
these two sets are the identical, but having a different semantic. The circular
visualization of the obtained results, using the above mentioned algorithms is
depicted in Figure 5(a).
As expected, most accesses are done from HOME. Most accesses having
a webpage from the class we labeled HOME return to a webpage within the
same class. This can be either the transition from login to home page as the
URI does not change; the selection of the year-subject for those who have more
options; or due to simply reloading the webpage. After this step, most visits go
from HOME webpages to either LAB webpages, to LECTURE webpages, or to
NEWS webpages. These results are reasuring as PULSE is mainly intended to
serve these main purposes, i.e., to provide support for laboratory, for lectures
and to post news.
The visits navigating within the LECTURE class webpages mean that they
move from the lecture slides to lecture papers, explanations, and so on. These
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paterns of navigation inside a class is natural due to the way we constructed
the classes (i.e. to contain more webpages). It can be seen within each class.
In order to have a better view on what happens outside this phenomena,
we eliminated them from the CIRCOS representation. We also eliminated
the interactions with the HOME class as they were very well depicted in
Figure 5(a). The result is depicted in Figure 5(b).

E
NG
CHA

FEEDBACK
LOGOUT
ADM

FEEDBACK
LOGOUT
ADM
FAQ

(a) Interpretation of triadic patterns
arising from the triconcepts computed
on Referrer classes, Access File classes
and visits identified by cookieID

(b) Refined view from Figure 5(a)
without the activity within the same
class and without the HOME class

Figure 5
After discarding the main elements, we can deduce other patterns such
as the intense activity from LAB webpages to LECTURE webpages (i.e., the
biggest green ribbon). The next big trend (i.e., the biggest blue ribbon) represents the backward visits, i.e. from LECTURE webpages to LAB webpages.
A pleasant finding is to observe the use of the CHANGE facility, wich
is mostly accessed from LECTURE and LAB classes. Those visits return
back on red ribbons as the color coresponding to the CHANGE class is red
in Figure 5(b). Another surprising finding here is that most visits from FAQ
class go to LECTURE webpages, while a smaller part go to LAB webpages.
Other details are harder to be deduced from this representation. Therefore,
in order to see the most important trends between the main players within
PULSE we eliminated in steps, the values (i.e. number of visits) smaller
than 50 and smaller than 100, because we considered they are too small to
be representative, as the biggest value is larger than 1000. The results are
depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Refined view from Figure 5(b) without the classes
having too few visits
The main PULSE players are the webpages from LECTURE, LAB, NEWS,
CHANGE and FAQ. Figure 6(a) shows that there are more than 50 visits from
LECTURE to each other class. The same is valid for the visits from LAB. For
CHANGE and NEWS, the interaction is bidirectional, but only with LECTURE and LAB class, while FAQ has visits from both LAB and LECTURE,
but only return on LECTURE webpages.
For the interactions with more than 100 visits the direction from the main
players (i.e., LAB and LECTURE classes) is unilateral to the secondary players
(i.e., CHANGE and NEWS classes).
The big number of visits from FAQ to LECTURE webpages was surprizing.
After a further investigation we came to the conclusion that, the two entities
were placed on the same menu on consecutive menu items. Therefore, the
reasoning was that users came to FAQ webpage by mistake, trying to select
the lecture menu item instead. This finding will require a design modification.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
For future work, we plan to adjust certain parameters in CIRCOS configuration files. Some of the changes that can be made are: adjusting ribbon
layer order, adjusting transparency of the ribbons according to the distribution of their values, hiding or removing ribbons if their values do not satisfy
a certain condition, scaling cell values. Furthermore we plan to choose other
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CIRCOS plot types for visualizing our data differently, such as paired-location,
scattered, line, histogram, heat map, tiles, glyph.
Another issue we want to address in our future work is the large number
of formal concepts extracted from data. To address this issue we plan to
use an algorithm based on conditional probabilities to remove less important
concepts.
Temporal data is a very important component in log access files. We plan
to use Temporal Concept Analysis to study user trails and their temporal
behavior in the system.
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CHOOSING THE BEST SET OF ACTIVE SOURCES IN
PEER-TO-PEER VIDEO STREAMING
CLAUDIU COBÂRZAN, ADRIAN STERCA, AND CRISTINA MIHĂILĂ
Abstract. We present some of the challenges of streaming video data in
Peer-to-Peer systems, more specifically choosing the optimal set of active
streaming sources for a video. This problem is modeled like a knapsack-like
problem and solved using a genetic algorithm. We discuss the modeling
process with emphasis on benefit and cost, the new fitness function which
guides the deployed genetic algorithm as well as the obtained results with
generated test data.

1. Introduction
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks (e.g. [11]) are popular with data distribution
since they offer scalability, robustness and low cost when compared with traditional data distribution architectures, most of which consider the client-server
model. As a result of increasing demand for multimedia data in the Internet,
numerous approaches to audio-video streaming have been proposed in the past
decade. Among those, of growing popularity is the use of P2P streaming.
In a P2P video streaming system, each peer requesting the streaming of
a video can get the video data from n sources which locally store either the
whole video stream or parts of it. Chunks of video data can be streamed in
parallel from those n peer sources and played according to the playout time
by the local video player.
The requesting peer has the option to download video data (segments)
from a single peer, multiple peers from those n sources holding the video
stream or all n sources. It is important to note that choosing to download video
data from as many sources as possible is not necessarily optimal streaming.
Each source that streams video data to be played by the requesting peer in
Received by the editors: September 30, 2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68M14, 68M20.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. C.2.4 [Computer Systems Organization]:
Computer-Communication Networks – Distributed Systems; C.2.3 [Computer Systems
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video data segments
end playout time

start playout time

∆
from source s1

from source s2

from source sn

Figure 1. Buffering video segments from multiple P2P sources.
the distant future consumes bandwidth which otherwise would be available to
the source peers that stream video data for playout in the near future.
More explicitly said, adding a new streaming source to the set of active
streaming sources has the benefit of a reduced delivery time of video data since
there are more sources which stream video data in parallel. The cost of adding
a new source to the set of active streaming sources is reflected by the fact that
this new source consumes local bandwidth which otherwise would be available
to the other streaming sources (i.e. it reduces the effective bandwidth of the
other streaming sources including the one that streams the data which will be
first played out).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we review related
work, then in Section 3 we model the problem of choosing the optimal number
of sources to stream from, while Section 4 presents the genetic algorithm we
have deployed for solving the problem. Experimental results are presented
and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and hints on future
work.
2. Related work
In spite of their obvious advantages, P2P systems have their own problems
like high churn rates, heterogeneous peers and frequent node failures which
are largely due to peer selfishness (once a streaming session concludes, or a
download finishes, the peer disconnects). There exist approaches which try
to address those problems by employing scalable video coding and network
coding within P2P systems [9] or by offering hybrid solutions which include
the use of proxy-clients in conjunction with P2P systems [6] as well as different
caching strategies (suffix caching [2], demand based caching [7], [10], [5]).
In live P2P streaming there are two approaches for selecting the neighboring peers which deliver a specific video to a requesting node: tree-based
approaches and mesh-based approaches [8]. In tree-based P2P streaming data
travels from a source provider to the receiving peers in a tree-like overlay network in which video data is pushed from the source (i.e. the tree root) down
the tree. The mesh-based streaming approach organizes peers sharing the
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same content in randomly connected meshes and employs a swarming content
delivery mechanism over each such mesh. For Video-on-Demand (VOD) P2P
streaming the mesh-based approach is more frequently used. However, to the
best of our knowledge, the number of peers and the peers themselves that form
such a mesh are chosen randomly, the only criteria being that they share the
same content and their locality [1].
3. Problem modeling
In this paper we try to determine an optimal number of peers and the peers
which should form the source mesh for a VOD P2P streaming. This problem
must be solved by a node from the P2P system wanting to watch a video
which has to decide how many and which sources to stream this specific video
from in the P2P system. We model the problem as a knapsack-like problem.
The objects which are considered here are the peers owning a specific, generic,
video stream in a P2P network. We associate to each of these source peers
a benefit value (given as the value of a function) for adding it to the set of
active streaming sources, but also a cost value (also given as the value of a
function). The effective utility of a source peer for the peer wanting to watch
the video will be given by its benefit/cost ratio.
We denote by S the set of streaming sources (peers in the P2P system),
|S| = n, that store the video stream requested by a specific peer p. In order
to make the model as general as possible, we do not impose any restrictions
on the codecs used for the video streams.
Each peer s in the P2P system is characterized by the following characteristics:
• bandwidth - the amount of data than can be streamed (measured in
bytes/second) from s to the requesting peer p; initially, the exact bandwidth can not be known by p but it can be estimated after several
streaming rounds; initially, each peer advertises its maximum upload
bandwidth (as provided by its ISP) although this is not the real bandwidth the receiving peer can use, since it depends on network conditions (e.g. congestion, shared network links etc.) which lower this
maximum value;
• rtt (round-trip time) - this is advertised by s initially;
• jitter - the variation of delay in the network path from s to p; it is
computed by p.
The receiving peer p has a buffer which holds the video data from various
segments received so far from the sources in set S. This buffer is drained as
the data is played by the local video player. The process of buffering segments
from multiple sources is depicted in Figure 1.
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We denote by ∆ the size (in seconds of video data) of the video segment
in the buffer which will be played first.
When a new source sk , 1 < k < n is added to the set of active streaming
sources, the benefit for the requesting peer p is given by the following function:

(1)

U (sk ) =

a · bandwidth(sk )
b · rtt(sk ) + c · jitter(sk )

where U : S → (0, ∞) and:
• a, b, c are positive constant weights normalized to [0, 1];
• bandwidth(sk ) is the bandwidth of the peer sk with respect to the
requesting peer p;
• rtt(sk ) is the round-trip time of the network route between sk and p;
• jitter(sk ) represents the variation of rtt(sk ) on the route between sk
and p.
Intuitively, the benefit of adding a peer sk to the set of active streaming
sources is directly proportional to its bandwidth with respect to the requesting
peer (i.e. bandwidth(sk )), but also inverse proportionally to its round-trip time
and jitter because a source with a high round-trip time and jitter is less reliable
in rapidly adapting to changes in network conditions (i.e. level of congestion,
available bandwidth, link failure etc.). The wighting constants, a, b and c,
are included in the formula because they add to the generality of the model:
one requesting peer might value more the available bandwidth for receiving a
video from a source peer than its round-trip time, other requesting peer might
do the opposite.
Conversely, the cost of including the same source sk in the set of active
streaming sources depends on the amount of bandwidth it “steals” from the
already included sources, the number k of streaming sources in the set S and
the buffer size ∆ and is expressed as:

(2)

1
·k·
C(sk ) =
∆

q
(total bandwidth − max download bandwidth)+

Intuitively, the more (receiving) bandwidth of peer p is used by the source
sk , the larger is the cost for adding source sk to the set of active streaming
sources.
where C : S → [0, ∞) and:
• total bandwidth =

k
X
i=0

bandwidth(sk );
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• max download bandwidth is either the downloaded bandwidth provided by the ISP (initially) or the maximum download bandwidth
reached during the streaming session so far.
The upper + sign has the following meaning (X)+ = max(0, X).
The cost function is increasing with k, the number of sources in S - the
set of active streaming sources, the total bandwidth of the streaming sources
in S and inversely proportional with ∆. Note that the cost is 0 when the
total bandwidth < max download bandwidth. This happens when there are
few streaming sources in S.
With the above notations we model the problem of choosing the cardinal
k and the set of active streaming sources S (|S| = k) from all n peers that
have the requested video stream, as a knapsack-like problem. The idea is to
continuously add streaming sources to the set S (similar to adding various
objects to the knapsack) as long as the following condition is satisfied:

(3)

k
X

C(sk ) 6 max download bandwidth

i=0

The goal is to achieve the maximum benefit while respecting the constraint
in (3).
We solve this problem by using a genetic algorithm [3], [4] which is presented in the next section. The algorithm will be applied periodically, in
rounds, during the peer-to-peer streaming session at a coarse time granularity
(e.g. from 10 to 10 minutes). Of course, the execution time of the algorithm
must be lower than the time it takes the Peer-2-Peer network to change its
content (i.e. when a peer exits the network or removes a shared file).
4. The algorithm for choosing the set of active sources
The set of active streaming sources (s1 , s2 , ..., sk ) and its cardinal k will be
determined using a genetic algorithm. The algorithm starts with a population
of randomly generated solutions (chromosomes). The solution is represented
as a binary string (chromosome) of length equal to n - the number of peers
that can serve the requested video stream. The value corresponding to each
position i in this binary string indicates if the ith peer is in the selection or
not (1 or 0).
A new population is generated by applying the following genetic operators [3], [4]: binary tournament selection for parent selection, and one point
crossover and strong mutation for generating new offspring chromosomes that
will form a new population. The evolution process is similar to the evolution
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scheme of a standard genetic algorithm and additionally an elitism selection
is used.
The formula used to compute the fitness of each chromosome is as follows:

(4)

f itness(S) =


f (S),




if f(S) ≤ max download bandwidth

max download bandwidth − f (S),




if f(S) > max download bandwidth

where

(5)

f (S) =

k
X

C(sk ), ∀sk ∈ S

i=0

and S is a possible solution represented by a chromosome and C(sk ) is described in (2).
The quality of a solution (chromosome) is its total utility. The goal is to
maximize this value while satisfying the constraints imposed by (3).
5. Experiments and evaluation
Several tests were conducted in order to evaluate the proposed method.
We have used the following values for the fixed parameters in the benefit and
cost functions:
:
:
:
:

a = b = 0.4, c = 0.2;
∆ = 10, in seconds;
n = 1000;
max download bandwidth = 3000, in kilobits/second.

The choice of a, b and c favors the bandwidth and the rtt in the utility
function and gives only a small weight to the jitter. This is because jitter can
usually be compensated using buffers at the video player. The value for the
max download bandwidth is typical for a medium-cost network connection
and is scaled with the bandwidth values for the peers, sk . The value of 10
seconds for ∆ is a typical minimum buffer value considered relatively safe
before the client starts playing the video.
For each node si , 1 6 i 6 n we have generated random values with the
following characteristics:
:
:
:

bandwidth(si ) ∈ [50, 400], in kilobits/second;
rtt(si ) ∈ [0.02, 1], in seconds;
jitter(si ) ∈ [0.2, 0.5], in seconds.
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The random generated values are between limits considered typical for a
metropolitan area network.
Each experiment was repeated 10 times with different random seeds and
each run was conducted with the parameter settings specified in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameter settings
Parameter

Value

Number of generations 250
500
750 1000
Population size
15
15
15
15
Crossover probability
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Mutation probability 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
In the evolutionary algorithm we used formula 4 for computing the fitness
of each solution.
The best and average results and the standard deviations obtained for each
test instance are displayed in Table 2 and graphically in Figure 2 and Figure
3.
Table 2. Obtained results for the settings in Table 1
Number of Best utility Average utility Standard
Time
generations
deviation (seconds)
250
500
750
1000

−13, 912.20
16, 172.30
17, 093.00
18, 387.20

−19, 304.30
4, 519.29
15, 250.50
17, 524.10

3, 113.04
7, 270.34
1, 624.40
652.32

175
341
515
695

6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an algorithm and a model for the problem of choosing
the best set of streaming sources for a video in a Peer-to-Peer system. The
problem was modeled as a knapsack-like problem and we devised a genetic
algorithm to solve this problem. The model proposed is a better alternative
to the random choice of source peers when forming the set of active streaming
sources for a requested video stream, because it optimizes the utility of the
chosen streaming sources set for the receiving node.
As future work we intend to implement the proposed algorithm in a P2P
sharing system like Bittorent [11] and test it in real network conditions.
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AN APPROACH TO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OF
C/C++ APPLICATIONS
HANNELORE MĂRGINEAN AND SIMONA MOTOGNA
Abstract. In this paper we will present an approach to resource management of C/C++ applications, that has been concluded by building a
new and unique profiling tool, remgrind. We first introduce general notions
about profiling and performance analysis and continue with describing Valgrind, the framework that we used to build our tool. Finally we provide
details about our implementation and compare it to similar tools.

1. Introduction
Software complexity has increased significantly over the last few decades
and finding errors or performance issues is an increasingly difficult task. A
way to alleviate these issues are tools that help finding bugs or performance
hotspots in the software by analyzing the program. Program analysis is a
method used to examine the correctness and performance of software, in order
to solve possible flaws and optimize the software to execute faster and use
fewer resources.
There exists a large number of research contributions and tools that perform such an analysis at the level of basic blocks (Pixie [2], QPT [9]) or
tracing tools (WRL Titan [1], MPTRACE [6]). With the appearance of modular programming paradigm, and the significant increase of software complexity, several issues have arisen, such that basic programming analysis tools do
not provide sufficient information for development and maintenance teams.
Nowadays, software applications are usually developed by large teams, and
may use third party components or libraries that do not necessarily exhibit
implementation details. As a consequence, if someone would want to evaluate the performance of his own code, he must take into consideration aspects
regarding functions calls and memory used by these calls.
Received by the editors: October 19,2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68M20.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
Systems and Software – Performance evaluation (efficiency and effectiveness); F.3.3 [Logics
and Meanings of Programs]: Studies of Program Constructs – Functional constructs.
Key words and phrases. program analysis, profiling, resource management.
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Our approach analyzes the resources used by an application at the function
level in order to be able to find performance hotspots. Our tool remgrind
monitors memory allocations and deallocations as well as I/O operations for
C/C++ applications and annotates each function with this information. It is
our hope that this unique approach can be used by developers to channel their
optimization efforts to parts of the program that consume the most resources.
Remgrind was not designed to obtain results that other tools already provide
and as such is not a complete solution to profiling and testing applications,
but it offers its unique view into programs. Similar profilers account for the
running time of called routines in the running time of the routines that call
them [8], or discover hidden asymptotic inefficiencies in the code [4]. Similar
tools are presented in section 4.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the
basic concepts of profiling, section 3 introduces our tool remgrind and explain
it’s feature and algorithms used in the approach, together with a case study.
Related work section evaluates our tool against similar approaches and discusses it’s specific features that differentiate it. In the end, we draw some
conclusions and suggest some future extensions.
2. Profiling
Program analysis can be classified in two major approaches: static and
dynamic.
Static analysis is performed on the source or object code without executing
the program. The advantage of this approach is that it offers full code coverage
however most memory and concurrency issues can not be detected.
Dynamic analysis is performed while the program is executed. The efficiency and accuracy of the analysis output depends on the test inputs, which
determine the code coverage during execution. The program can be started
either on a real or a virtual processor. The code is usually examined by
instrumenting the client code with analysis code to obtain the necessary information about the run-time state. The main advantage of dynamic analysis is
that most issues like memory leaks and concurrency problems can be detected.
However, detection of such problems is directly related to program input [5].
Profiling is a subcategory of dynamic analysis.
Profiling needs to gather information, and the most used methods are
based on sampling, instrumentation and event based gathering.
The aim of performance optimization of a program is to decrease the resources used. The relationship between performance analysis(profiling) and
performance optimization is established by the probability of finding flaws
and bottlenecks in the software using a profiler. The profilers aim to inspect
specific aspects of the program, such as duration of execution, memory used,
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multithreading or I/O operations [12], [14]. Profiling is therefore an important
step in optimizing code.
The most important aspects regarding performance analysis are:
80/20 principle: According to the Pareto principle [13], for almost every
event, 20% of the causes are responsible for 80% of the effects. The 80/20 rule
can also be applied in software optimization. This means that approximately
20% of the code is using 80% of resources, time, memory etc. Identifying
this small percentage of code by manually analyzing the source code can be
a demanding task and a simpler solution for this problem consists in using a
profiler.
Time-based analysis: is very useful in identifying parts of the program
which are consuming the most processing time during execution. Measuring
the duration alone is not enough because todays applications may also be
influenced negatively by cache hit rates, disk read and writes, inter-thread
communication and even overhead generated by the operating system.
Analysing the memory allocations and deallocations during the execution of a program can help the programmer finding code which is memoryconsuming and therefore affects the overall performance of the application.
Another important aspect is finding memory related bugs, like accessing unallocated memory, double freeing or memory leaks which can lead to corrupted
data or application crashes.
Multithreading Analysis: Most applications use multiple threads or
processes to make use of the processors with more than one core as well as to
divide a program intro multiple tasks. The issues that arise from using threads
are mostly caused by the shared access to resources. The mechanism for
protecting access can lead to deadlocks, livelocks, starvation and unprotected
access may cause race conditions
Cache and Branch-prediction Analysis: CPUs use caches that are
organized hierarchically in order to improve the performance of accessing the
main memory. Each level increases in size but has reduced speed compared
to previous levels. Cache hits or misses can have a great impact on software performance. Another important facet of performance analysis is branch
prediction. A CPU attempts to predict which branch of a conditional jump instruction will be taken in order be able to continue execution without waiting
for the data required for the condition.
Valgrind [15] is an instrumentation framework for building dynamic analysis tools. There are Valgrind tools that can automatically detect many memory
management and threading bugs, and profile your programs in detail. You can
also use Valgrind to build new tools.
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The core is a low-level implementation that is required to build a dynamic
instrumentation tool. It works by simulating a CPU in order to fully supervise the execution of the program. Valgrind implements a JIT compiler for
instrumenting the program in real-time.

3. Our approach
In this section we will describe remgrind, a tool built for the resource
management of C/C++ applications. By resources we are referring to heap
memory allocated and deallocated and the bytes that are read or written
to handles like files or sockets. Our approach to resource management of a
program is a profiling tool that collects information about the resources per
function and also provides statistics regarding I/O operations per application.
The supported functions refer to allocation and deallocation (malloc, new,
vec new, memalign, calloc, free, delete, vec delete) and the supported read and
write system calls with their corresponding numbers are: read 0, pread 17,
readv 19,recvfrom 45, recvmsg 47, msgrcv 70, mq timedreceive 243, preadv
295, recvmmsg 299, respectively write 1, pwrite 18, writev 20, sendfile 40,
sendmsg 46, sendto 44, msgsnd 69, mq timedsend 242, pwritev 296, sendmmsg
307.
Our solution is build as a Valgrind tool and uses instrumentation, replacement of allocation and deallocation functions and system call wrappers. It
uses hash tables from Valgrind and implements algorithms for these three
main entry points for gathering information about the functions.
Instrumentation is based on the following approach: it takes as argument a superblock that contains a list of statements which are then analyzed
one by one. One assembly instruction is split into multiple IR(intermediate
representation) instructions, therefore we need to use the tag IMark to identify the beginning of the machine instruction. We use instrumentation in
order to add new nodes to the functions hash table and increment the number of calls for a function. This is performed by the helper C function
&create or incrementF n. The algorithm is sketched in 1.
Replacing allocation and deallocation functions: Allocation and deallocation functions can be replaced in Valgrind and this functionality is very useful
for gathering information regarding memory. We use this technique in order
to compute the memory used by the function itself and its maximum, as well
as the cumulative memory and its maximum.
Computing cumulative memory is based on the following idea: after the
program has finished execution this algorithm computes the memory used by
a function recursively. If the hash node corresponding to the function has no
called functions, then it means that the memory must not be calculated any
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Algorithm 1 Instrumentation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function (SB sb)
SB out = sb.expressions;
for each stmt in sb.statement-list do
if stmt.tag == IMark and stmt == entry then
addStmt(out, &create or incrementFn)
else
addStmt(out, stmt)
end if
end for
ret out
end function

further for that function. Otherwise the sum is computed recursively for every
called function.
Computing maximum cumulative memory follows this idea: When a malloc, free or a similar function is called, the tool recalculates the current memory
for almost every function. For calculating the maximum value of the memory
at any point in any function, we traverse the stacktrace and sum the size of
the memory allocated. We ignore the first element in the stack because it is
the call to the allocation or deallocation function. The values on the stack are
pointers to current instructions in every function, therefore the address of the
function it belongs to needs to be computed.
Syscall wrappers: System calls can not be fully replaced by Valgrind in a
way similar to malloc or other similar operation, but Valgrind offers syscall
wrappers which are called before and after the execution of a system call. We
use these wrappers to compute the total number of bytes read and written to
and from handles and to obtain information about their duration. The number
of bytes read or written are added to the corresponding function before the
system call by the function pre syscall.
For measuring the duration of a system call, the time is measured by
pre syscall and by post syscall and those values are then substracted. The
average duration of a system call as well the maximum system call duration
are also computed by post syscall.
3.1. Example. In this section we will present an example that covers all the
possible use cases. We will not consider the functions that are called before
main and their data generated regarding reads, writes and memory. Assume
we have the following program:
The statistics per application generated by the application are presented
in Figure 1, and the statistics per function are listed in Figure 2:
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18:
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function 1
pointer p = allocate memory(120)
read(filehandler, 4000)
end function
function (Pointer p)
Pointer p1 = allocate memory(400)
call function1()
free memory(p1)
free memory(p)
write(filehandler, 1300)
end function
function Main
Pointer p = allocate memory(40)
call function(p)
call function1()
read(filehandler, 3000)
write(filehandler,70000)
end function

Figure 1. Statistics per application
4. Related work
4.1. Similar Tools. There exists a significant number of tools that address
program analysis providing information about different aspects during program execution: error detection, overall execution time, memory information.
We discuss some of them, as they target the same issues as remgrind.
Memchek is used for detecting errors in C and C++ applications. It is
implemented as a Valgrind tool. It can detect illegal memory accesses, use of
undefined values, incorrect use of allocation and deallocation functions, like
double-freeing of a heap memory block and detect memory leaks. The heap
summary shows the total number of bytes allocated, the number of allocations
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Figure 2. Statistics per function
and frees. The leak summary shows the number of bytes lost as well as the
stacktrace for every leak [11]
Callgrind is as profiler that generates a flat output that contains information about events like data reads, cache hit or misses for every function of
the profiled program [3]. The cost is computed based on this events and can
be inclusive or exclusive. Callgrind also generates a cal-graph for the program
and in combination with the data from the flat output it can be used to detect
the location where the costs are the highest.
Massif is a Valgrind tool for profiling memory. This tool uses snapshots to
show the memory usage over time in order to help fixing certain memory leaks
that memcheck is unable to detect. It also notes the peak of memory usage
and provides stacktraces at certain points in time to show where memory is
being used. Massif is able to track heap memory and optionally stack usage
or is able to track memory usage per page using lower level interfaces [10].
GProf is the GNU profiler that measures the time spent in functions,
the number of function calls and calls per line. It generates a flat profile that
contains information about the execution time of the function and the number
of calls and it shows the percentage of that function uses. The call-graph it
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generates can be used to detect if the time spent in the function was not
actually executed in that function but rather in its children, which are the
functions it has called [8, 7].
4.2. Performance Analysis. In this section we discuss the performance of
different tools when analyzing two test programs. The first is a simple program
that calls twice a function that opens and reads a file. The second program
is an application of allocation, freeing and allocating some memory zone. The
programs were compiled using gcc, version 4.8.2 20131212 (Red Hat 4.8.27). The platform on which the tests were run is a Laptop with a Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5 CPU M 460 @ 2.53GHz processor and 4GB of RAM. The OS is
Fedora 20 and the filesystem used in for the first test is ext4.
The test programs were compiled with gcc and the -pg option was added
in order to profile using gprof. The results of the testing can be seen in Table
1. Real refers to the time from start to finish of the call, user is the amount
of CPU time spent in user-mode code (outside the kernel) within the process,
and sys is the amount of CPU time spent in the kernel within the process.
Tool

Test1
Test 2
Details
0m0.002s 0m0.004s
real
native
0m0.001s 0m0.003s
user
0m0.000s 0m0.001s
sys
0m0.001s 0m0.004s
real
gprof
0m0.001s 0m0.003s
user
0m0.001s 0m0.001s
sys
0m0.395s 0m0.483s
real
memcheck 0m0.358s 0m0.441s
user
0m0.033s 0m0.036s
sys
0m0.623s 0m0.305s
real
callgrind 0m0.216s 0m0.276s
user
0m0.029s 0m0.025s
sys
0m0.782s 0m0.265s
real
massif
0m0.203s 0m0.233s
user
0m0.028s 0m0.028s
sys
0m0.229s 0m0.474s
real
remgrind 0m0.205s 0m0.445s
user
0m0.022s 0m0.026s
sys
Table 1. Tool Performance
The unique features of remgrind compared to the tools we have analyzed
and how they can be used to improve software can be summarized in the
following:
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Self memory used per function: This value is useful in detecting functions that allocate or deallocate a lot of memory without considering the functions it called. The difference compared with memcheck is that this is not
intended as a memory error detector but resource management per function.
Maximum value of the self memory used per function: This value
can help detect possible peeks in the memory used in a function even if at
the end of the function the self memory used has a value of 0. Massif is a
heap profiler that can detect peeks in the memory usage but it only provides
information about the whole program and is designed to detect memory leaks.
Maximum cumulative memory used per function: This value represent the maximum value of the memory used by a function at any point in
time taking the functions it called into consideration. These values can help
to detect memory-consuming parts of the program and are 100% accurate, because every time a function allocates or deallocates memory, all the functions
from the stack are updated. Massif detects the maximum of the memory used
per application, whereas our solution detects maximum per function.
Total reads and writes per function and application:None of the
presented tools compute the number of bytes read and written from handles
per function or per application. Performance hotspots caused by I/O operations can be easily detected by knowing this information about functions.
Average time spent in I/O per application and the maximum
duration of a I/O operation: The average time spent in I/O operations
can help in detecting if the performance of the application is I/O bound or not.
A tool that is also focused on collecting information per function is callgrind,
but it does not offer information about memory usage or I/O operations. The
information we provide regarding memory can not be obtained from memcheck
or massif, because they are application oriented and not function oriented.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an approach to resource management of
C/C++ applications that has not been previously attempted. It is based on
analysis of resources used by an application at the function level in order to
be able to determine performance hotspots. The approach is implemented
in a tool, remgrind that monitors memory allocations and deallocations, and
I/O operations for C/C++ applications and annotates each function with this
information. We compare our approach with similar tools that address the
same issues: we have perform a time performance analysis of remgrind and
other tools, and then discuss the innovative features of our tool.
Our solution can currently profile single-threaded applications. In the
future we want to add support for multi-threaded applications. Another improvement that we want to implement in the future will deal with replacement
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of the C helper calls added at instrumentation time for gathering information,
with intermediate representation statements, which would lead to a significant
increase in performance.
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TRANSPARENT INTERCONNECTING PROXY FOR
RDBMSS
RADU DRAGOŞ, DIANA HALIŢĂ, AND ANDREEA PUŞCAŞ
Abstract. The constraints of using a particular RDBMS change over
time and a developer might be facing the difficult decision to migrate
to another RDBMS. Usually, this is a difficult and time consuming task,
during which databases must be converted to the new format and the client
software must also be changed to connect to the new database server. If
the source code for the client application is not available, this task cannot
be performed.
This paper advances an original idea of implementing a proxy system
that allows a database client software (MySQL) to transparently connect
to a different database server (SQLite), without any modification in the
original application.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the Internet and cloud computing, it is really
necessary to be able to store and process big data effectively. The idea for
efficient management of high-performance tasks leads to new challenges for
traditional relational database.
This paper presents a study which highlights a comparison and a correlation between two of the most popular relational database management systems
(RDBMSs): MySQL and SQLite.
1.1. Motivation. Given the two RDBMSs it has been raised the issue of interoperability of the two systems, and even the possibility of migrating from
one system to another. Therefore, we have considered the need of implementing an application, a proxy system that interconnects the above mentioned
technologies. This system will act as a transparent bridge for the application
Received by the editors: September 5, 2014.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68P15.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. D.2.12 [Software Engineering]: Interoperability
– Data mapping; H.2.3 [Database Management]: Languages – Query languages; H.2.4
[Database Management]: Systems – Query processing.
Key words and phrases. sql proxy system, SQLite, MySQL, migrating between RDBMSs.
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which tries to connect to a MySQL server, but the requests are instead captured by the proxy, performed on SQLite databases and served back as MySql
responses.
1.2. Objectives. Such a proxy could be used in unexpected situations, where
a certain application does not have any more access to a MySQL server. This
problems can be now solved, by replacing MySQL with SQLite, which does
not require installation and is easier to maintain.
The purpose of the paper is to present the implementation of a portable
PHP application ( a client-server proxy) that can take requests from MySQL
clients, but operations performed on SQLite database. This application can
be used either from command line interpreter or it can be developed as an
web-based application as well.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Data collections are usually organized by using different RDBMSs, like
Oracle, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server or PostgreSQL. The main reason of
using SQL is to access the data stored in a RDBMS. However, each RDBMS
is unique in its own way because of its data types and querying methods.
There are a lot of differences between them, and these differences are making
migration amongst different RDBMS very difficult.
MySQL [4] is a relational database management system and it is a key part
of LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) open source enterprise software.
MySQL is well appreciated, being the best and the most used database in the
world for online applications. It is also available and is affordable for everyone,
it is easy to use, it is continuously improved while remaining fast, safe and
reliable and more important it does not have bugs.
2.1. SQLite. SQLite [1, 2] is an open source software library that implements
an SQL database engine by itself, without a server, zero configuration and
transactional [8]. SQLite is different from most other SQL database engines
as it was designed to be simple to administer, to use, to be embedded in a
larger program, to maintain and to set up. SQLite is often characterized as
small and fast, safe and simple.
There are presented below a few of the main features of SQLite which are
different from many others SQL database engines:
• zero configuration: SQLite does not require installation prior its
use;
• serverless: with SQLite, the process that wants to access the database
reads directly from files stored on the disc;
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• one file database: a SQLite database is a single file on disk that can
be placed anywhere in the hierarchy of directories. If SQLite can read
the file on disk then can read any database. If the file on the disk
and its directory are writable, then SQLite may change any database.
Database files can be easily copied to USB memory sticks or sent by
e-mail for sharing;
• compact: when optimized for size, the whole SQLite library with all
options enabled is less than 225 KB;
• dynamic data type allocation: SQLite uses the concepts of storage
classes and column affinity type which allows for storing different data
types in the same column. In this way, the data type property is the
value itself, not the column where the value is stored;
• variable amount of space for table records: SQLite uses only the
amount of disk space required to store the information in a line; this
makes databases run faster, since there is less information to be moved
to and from disk;
2.1.1. Why choose SQLite?
• SQLite is the ideal solution as a database for web sites which have a
small to medium traffic, situation encountered in almost 99% of cases;
• as SQLite databases requires almost no management, SQLite is a good
choice for devices or services that must run unmanaged or without
human support. SQLite is suitable for use in mobile phones, PDAs,
hand-held devices;
• SQLite has been used successfully as a file on disk or desktop applications such as financial analysis tool, programs to keep records and so
on.
• from pedagogical perspectives, SQLite is a database engine suitable
for use in teaching SQL;
2.1.2. Why choose other RDBMSs?
• when we are dealing with client-server applications we should take into
consideration a client-server database engine instead of SQLite;
• when we are holding very large data sets;
• when concurrency is needed;
2.2. Migrating to a new RDBMS. When migrating to a new RDBMS,
an application may require full and direct access to the database. So, the
migrating process will imply several modifications in order to communicate
with the new RDBMS. This will lead to a large volume of work, especially if
the application is using a lot of features specific to the old RDBMS that are
not available in the new one. [6]
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The solutions which were proposed untill now were implying building a
web service which can access the data set. The data access service exposes the
atomic data from the database in an independent system and auto descriptive
format, by using XML and offers methods for data filtering and sorting [6].
In [5] there are proposed three different approaches related to database conversions: handling data using XML/OO interfaces, connect existing RDBMS
to a conceptually different database system or migrating an RDBMS into a
target database. They also emphasize the need of two distinct steps, such as:
database integration and database migration.
3. CHALLENGES
In order to implement a database server that understands MySQL queries,
we had to study and understand the internals of MySQL RDBMS. Therefore,
we will present as follows the essentials from the client-server MySQLs protocol
specifications.
MySQL client-server protocol has several phases. The first phase is the
connection phase. The MySQL server listens for connections on a TCP / IP
port or on a local socket. After a MySQL client connects to the server, it
follows the authentication handshake mechanism between them. If the connection is successful, the session begins. The client sends an SQL command
and the server responds with a set of data or an appropriate message to the
type of command that was sent. When the client has finished the execution,
it sends a special command that tells the server that it’s over, and the session
is terminated.
The basic unit of communication at the application level is the packet.
All amount of information which is exchanged between client and server are
encapsulated in packets which can have 16 MBytes maximum size. A query
can be contained by a packet, but the servers response may be included in
one or more packets. In terms of compression, there are two types of packets:
compressed and uncompressed. The decision on which one will be used for the
session is taken during the handshake phase and depends on the capabilities
and settings of both client and server.
A compressed packet consists in a compressed header and the effective
content, which may be either compressed or uncompressed. A compressed
packet will have an additional field of 3 bytes, that contains, among others,
the length of the compressed packet body part that follow. An uncompressed
package will have the effective content immediately after the header.
All the packets are divided into two categories: commands sent by the
client and answers returned by the server. The generic packets which contains
servers response are: OK package, error package or end of file (end data flow)
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packet. SQL queries are responded to with text based responses encapsulated
in one or more MySQL packets.
4. RDBMS PROXY IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented a transparent proxy system for interconnecting
MySQL client applications to SQLite databases. We are talking about an
application which was developed using a MySQL database, but for certain
reasons it does not have any more access to MySQL server. Our final goal was
to make the application able to use a SQLite database. SQLite is represented
by a simple file which lies on the server. One big advantage of SQLite is that
it does not need any installation or configuration and it does not require any
dedicated service database management.
This transition can be made without any change to the application source
code, and more interesting, without it being aware of it; so the application
will run in the same manner as if running MySQL server.

Figure 1. RDBMS migration

4.1. Proxy design. In order to make the proxy compatible with a MySQL
client, the exchange of messages must comply with MySQL clientserver protocol specifications [7], as presented in Figure 2 and described below.
MySQL protocol requires a handshake exchange of messages between the
client and the server. Upon a TCP connection was established, the server
presents to the client a welcome message and waits for an authentication message. If the authentication attempt is successful, the server responds with an
OK packet. In our prototype implementation we accept any combination of
user / password. An authenticated client will then issue a SELECT VERSION
query to which the proxy responds with its version and capabilities.
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Then, the proxy will enter a query-response loop. Once a client was authenticated, and aware of servers capabilities, it can issue MySQL queries and
wait for responses from server. A query of type COM QUIT will close the
connection and end the communication between the client and the proxy.

Figure 2. Proxy Logical Design

4.2. MySQL to SQLite translation. The role of the proxy system is to
accept MySQL requests, to forward the corresponding SQLite requests, and
upon receiving SQLite responses to convert them to MySQL responses that
can be understanded by the client. In order to achieve this goal, our proxy
must be able to encapsulate/decapsulate MySQL packets, as defined by the
MySQL clientserver protocol.
Some MySQL client commands do not require a text contained response
from the server, but a confirmation of successfulunsuccessful execution. Hence,
for commands such as ”create database”, ”drop database” and ”use database”,
the proxy will execute the corresponding SQLite commands and reply with an
OK packet. Such a packet is encapsulated in PHP using the pack() function
as presented below:
pack(”C*”,0x07,0x00,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x01,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00);

In conformity with the format of an OK packet the hexadecimal values of
the given parameters convey the following semnification:
• the first 3 bytes (0x07,0x00,0x00) define number of bytes in the packet
(in Little Endian representation).
• 0x01 is the packet number in the current packet sequence.
• 0x00 is the reserved value for an (0x07,0x00,0x00).
• 0x01 is the number of rows affected by the command.
• the remaining bytes represent state flags sent from server to client in
conformity with the MySQL clientserver protocol.
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Table 1 depicts (bolded) the encapsulation of an OK packet captured with
the tcpdump tool.
11:16:28.370669 IP 193.231.20.76.3306 > 193.231.20.76.44605: Flags [P.], seq 1:12, ack 22,
win 342, options [nop,nop,TS val 315951189 ecr 315951178], length 11
0x0000: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0800 4500 ..............E.
0x0010: 003f 23d7 4000 4006 6a7b c1e7 144c c1e7
.?#.@.@.j{...L..
0x0020: 144c 0cea ae3d cb66 756f 0593 ac8a 8018
.L...=.fuo......
0x0030: 0156 ac98 0000 0101 080a 12d5 0855 12d5 .V...........U..
0x0040: 084a 0700 0001 0001 0002 0000 00
.J...........

Table 1: OK packet
Another example is the encapsulation of a ”select” query, presented in
table 2.
14:06:48.021527 IP 193.231.20.76.46178 > 193.231.20.76.3302: Flags [P.], seq 260:292, ack
1308, win 392, options [nop,nop,TS val 340106102 ecr 340090493], length 32
0x0000: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0800 4508
..............E.
0x0010: 0054 2353 4000 4006 6ae2 c1e7 144c c1e7
.T#S@.@.j....L..
0x0020: 144c b462 0ce6 76bb 5740 53a9 ce25 8018
.L.b..v.W@S..%..
0x0030: 0188 acad 0000 0101 080a 1445 9b76 1445
...........E.v.E
0x0040: 5e7d 1c00 0000 0373 656c 6563 7420 2a20
ˆ }.....select.*.
0x0050: 6672 6f6d 2061 6e64 7265 6561 5461 626c from.andreeaTabl
0x0060: 6531
e1

Table 2: Select Query
4.3. Command execution examples. In order to validate the proposed
concept we developed the PHP code for decapsulating MySQL requests, executing (using the Linux system() call) SQLite commands, interpreting the
result and encapsulating it as MySQL text responses.
In table 3 is an example of an MySQL client connecting to our proxy,
issuing MySQL queries and getting the expected responses. The client is
unaware that it is talking to a PHP program and not with the real MySQL
server.
4.4. Usage scenario. Here we describe a scenario for using this proxy for a
web based database application.
Considering a web page that does no longer have access to the MySQL
server, the required steps for using SQLite as database storage are presented
below:
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•
•
•
•

convert the MySQL database to SQLite;
copy the SQLite database onto the server;
copy the SQLite binaries onto the server;
copy and execute the PHP proxy from command line or a web page.

If the proxy can not be started on the standard MySQL port (3306), then
the web page must use a different port for connecting to the database server.
No other modifications are required to the client (web) application.

ap@athena:∼/public html/radu$ mysql -A –host 193.231.20.76
Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or ’\ g’.
Your MySQL connection id is 11
Server version: Andreea MySQL Community Server (GPL)
Copyright (c) 2000, 2014, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation and/or its
affiliates. Other names may be trademarks of their respective
owners.
Type ’help;’ or ’\ h’ for help. Type ’\c’ to clear the current input statement.
mysql> show databases;
mysql> create database new;
+—————-+
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.01 sec)
| Database
|
+—————-+
| a2
|
| andreea
|
| database
|
| mydatabase |
| radu
|
| test
|
+—————-+
6 rows in set (0.01 sec)
mysql> show databases;
+—————-+
| Database
|
+—————-+
| a2
|
| andreea
|
| database
|
| mydatabase |
| new
|
| radu
|
| test
|
+—————-+
7 rows in set (0.01 sec)

mysql> drop database new;
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.01 sec)
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mysql> show databases;
+—————-+
| Database
|
+—————-+
| a2
|
| andreea
|
| database
|
| mydatabase |
| radu
|
| test
|
+—————-+
6 rows in set (0.01 sec)
mysql> show tables;
+————————–+
| information schema |
+————————–+
| myfirsttable
|
+————————–+
1 row in set (0.02 sec)
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mysql> use mydatabase;
Database changed

mysql> select * from myfirsttable;
+————————–+
| id | nume
|
+————————–+
| 1 | andreea
|
| 3 | radu
|
| 4 | diana
|
+————————-+
3 rows in set (0.03 sec)

mysql> quit
Bye

Table 3: An example of a MySQL client connecting to our proxy.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper overviewed some issues related to migrating one application
from one RDBMS to another. Also, we described the implementation of a
prototype that validates the concept of interconnecting MySQL and SQLite
databases through a proxy server written in PHP. The proposed system allows
database access operations without any modification to the client application
which had previously used a database server, but it does not longer have access
to the MySQL server.
We also highlighted the usefulness of such a proxy, especially because there
are no changes which should be made to the application, so that the application
may not even be aware that it is running without database server.
The described application is just a proof of concept. In order to make
it complete and ready for deployment, one may consider implementing, as
future work, all MySQL specification commands, packets compression and
encryption, along with all related security issues. The proxy could also be
enhanced to process multiple concurrent MySQL connections.
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